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1 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The Cape Fear Public Transportation Authority (CFPTA) is the primary provider of general public
transit services in the Wilmington, North Carolina region. The agency was formed in 2004, when
the City of Wilmington and New Hanover County merged their previously separate transit service
offerings into a single system. CFPTA oversees the unified transit district and does business as
Wave Transit.
The agency provides 11 local fixed bus routes, nine University of North Carolina – Wilmington
(UNCW) Seahawk Shuttle routes (plus an after-hours point-to-point shuttle), and a Downtown
Trolley route, all of which are open to the public. Service is provided seven days per week, with
most services operating on weekdays between 6:30 AM and 9:30 PM. Wave also operates curb-tocurb paratransit services within ¾ of a mile of fixed-route services during the same times of
operation as fixed-route services in accordance with the Americans with Disabilities Act, as well
as by contract with several regional human service organizations within the wider New Hanover
County area.
Wave Transit retained the consulting team of Nelson\Nygaard Consulting Associates and Hayes
Planning Associates to conduct a Short Range Transit Plan (SRTP). The SRTP sets the strategic
direction for the transit system’s development over next five years in terms of an operating and
capital improvement plan. The plan assumes that no net increase in operating costs will be
possible; therefore, the plan provides a strategy to improve services within the framework of the
existing annual operating budget. The plan includes the following:


Identification of service needs, gaps, and opportunities



Review of existing service performance and productivity



Recommendations on service changes that will improve service for riders



Financial and capital plans for implementation

This report provides an overview of the study process and analysis and provides the final
recommended plan for future service in the next five years, including specifications for the
recommended service redesign, a financial management plan, a capital plan, and additional
recommendations to support execution of high-quality transit services.
The primary findings of the study include:


Existing services are an essential part of a livable, accessible, equitable
community in Wilmington. The need and desire for services was echoed among
comments received from the public and in interviews with community stakeholders, and
was reflected in many aspects of the study analysis. Reliable, convenient transit service
provides New Hanover County residents with the means to access employment, services,
shopping, recreation, and other daily needs affordably, and is a critical service.



Transit services could be improved if they were more direct and consistent.
Current services are designed to maximize service coverage, but this results in a large
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amount of overlap. Routes could be simplified to make them more user-friendly and
easier to understand.


There are some areas where ridership is very low, while other markets are
underserved. Some of the major markets not currently served are Wilmington-area
beaches and the northeast area of Wilmington (along Market Street east of College Road
toward Ogden). There are opportunities to provide service to new markets -- including
potential service to Carolina Beach.



Service frequency, hours of service, and days of operation are a challenge.
Most routes operate with hourly frequency, and four routes operate every 30 minutes.
This is too infrequent for most "discretionary" riders who have transportation
alternatives available. Many study participants noted the need for later evening service
and more service on weekends.



Challenging walking conditions have major impacts on ability to use transit.
Numerous respondents indicated that even crossing the street to access transit service
can be so challenging in places that it makes accessing services a daunting task. During all
phases of the study, there was a significant emphasis on the need to make pedestrian
access to services easier and safer.

The recommended transit service design (shown
at right) offers the following advantages over
existing service:


Maintains coverage to most
existing areas of service. In response
to a stated need to maintain a broad
geographic level of service coverage, with
a few exceptions most streets that are
covered by services today are covered in
the future.



Makes service more direct and
simple to understand, and reduces
duplication. Compared with services
today, more services go out and back
along the same path. This means that
riders will be able to use the same route
in each direction, and services will be
easier to understand and use.



Results in shorter travel times for
many riders. Because service is more
direct, many riders will have shorter
trips.



Preserves strong connections at
Downtown Station and Forden
Station. Hourly headways on all routes
ensure that most routes connect at major
stations at the same time and
connections are as seamless as possible.
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2 OVERVIEW AND STUDY APPROACH
The City of Wilmington and the surrounding region of New Hanover, Brunswick and Pender
counties have changed significantly over the past several decades, both economically and
demographically. In the past ten years alone, the City of Wilmington has experienced a population
growth of over 40 percent and an increase in population density of about 12 percent. Growth has
increased the region’s vitality and strengthened the region’s economic resources and stature.
However, while the economic growth slowed somewhat due to the recent recession, regional
growth continues to create unintended consequences such as sprawl and traffic congestion.
Regional planning entities, including the Wilmington Urban Area Metropolitan Planning
Organization (WMPO), Cape Fear Public Transportation Authority (CFPTA, operating as Wave
Transit) and the City of Wilmington are working to position the region for continued growth and
development as the economy recovers and best manage new growth. As part of these efforts, the
WMPO, the City of Wilmington and Wave Transit are looking towards strengthening alternative
modes of transportation as strategies to continue to meet local transportation needs, remove cars
from the road and increase mobility.

STUDY GOALS AND METHODOLOGY
This study identifies the markets for transit services in Wilmington, evaluates the effectiveness of
existing transit services, and provides recommendations for the redesign of services over a fiveyear time span. While the study includes some evaluation of demand-responsive services, the
primary focus of the study is on fixed-route services. Moreover, while the Seahawk Shuttle
services provide an important component of services within the Wilmington region, these routes
are funded through a separate arrangement between UNCW and Wave, and planning for these
routes is conducted separately. For this reason, these routes were evaluated in the course of the
study and potential changes suggested, but this service plan reflects a “Status Quo” operation of
these routes. The study used the following methodology:
1.

Assess existing planning efforts. The study included a review of recent and current
planning efforts, including both plans and studies conducted by Wave Transit and
regional planning efforts.

2. Evaluate the market for transit services. An essential aspect of designing and
developing effective transit services lies in understanding changes in the size, density and
distribution of population and employment so that transit services continue to reflect the
local and regional operating environment. As part of the SRTP, the study team looked at
the existing market for transit services in terms of population, and employment, as well
as the size and location of key demographic groups to understand how well Wave’s
services are matched to the current travel demand and growth trends. The analysis also
identified potential new markets and service opportunities.
3. Collect feedback from stakeholders and the public. To understand how regional
transit services should develop and grow, the study team collected feedback from Wave
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riders, members of the public, and key community stakeholders. The study included a
survey of riders and non-riders (a copy of which is provided in Appendix A), delivered
both on board buses and electronically on the Wave website. Community stakeholders
interviewed included representatives of Wilmington Housing Authority, New Hanover
County Senior Resource Center/Department of Aging, UNCW, Wilmington Metropolitan
Planning Organization (Wilmington MPO), Brunswick Transit, Pender County Transit,
Department of Social Services, and Wave Transit staff.
4. Evaluate existing transit services. The study team analyzed the agency’s productivity
including both fixed-route and demand-responsive services to broadly gauge system
efficiency and effectiveness. This effort included an analysis of the overall system,
including all routes and services, as well as individual analyses of individual Wave routes.
This analysis consisted of a detailed review of route productivity overall and activity by
segment and focused on identifying the strengths and weaknesses of existing services, in
order to maintain what is working well and improve what is working poorly.
5.

Propose service change options. To match services to the demand for transit in the
region, and to reflect feedback collected on priorities for transit services, two potential
service redesign concepts were created. These concepts were then presented to the public,
and feedback on service design options collected in order to determine community
preferences.

6. Define preferred alternative. Using a combination of stakeholder and public input,
as well as additional staff review, the study team identified a preferred alternative. This
preferred alternative represents a blend of the two service scenarios as well as additional
ideas suggested as part of the review process. Once finalized, the preferred alternative
forms the basis of the SRTP recommendations.
7.

Develop a funding and implementation plan. Once the preferred alternative is
finalized, the SRTP broadly lays out a strategic funding and implementation plan to help
Wave Transit realize the proposal. The SRTP also includes a series of other
recommendations for consideration by Wave Transit. These include discussions on
broader, strategic planning consideration, such as agency management and capital
planning.
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3 EXISTING SERVICE
OVERVIEW OF EXISTING SERVICES
Wave Transit provides 11 local fixed-route buses, a downtown trolley, and a series of Seahawk
Shuttles that serve the University of North Carolina Wilmington (UNCW) campus. Most of the
service is concentrated in the City of Wilmington and New Hanover County, although one route
connects Brunswick County with Wilmington. Wave Transit also offers complementary ADA
paratransit services, contracted human service transportation and a pilot vanpool program.
Wave Transit is managed by an executive director who reports directly to an 11-member board.
This board is made up of officials appointed by the New Hanover County Commissioners (5), the
Wilmington City Council (5), and a jointly appointed human services board member. Under the
executive director, Wave operates with three departments, each with its own director: operations,
planning and development, and finance and administration.
Wave Transit’s fixed-route service is structured according to a transit management team model,
whereby management of the service is carried out by Wave Transit staff, and fixed-route bus
operations (for the 11 fixed bus routes, Seahawk Shuttles, and the Downtown Trolley) are
provided by a private contractor that is competitively procured. Wave Transit’s current contract is
with First Transit, Inc. Wave Transit staff manages this contract and the service, including all
contract employees. Wave Transit directly operates its paratransit services.

Local Bus Routes
Wave Transit’s local bus service consists of 11 routes, ten of which operate entirely within New
Hanover County and one route that connects Brunswick County with the city of Wilmington. All
the routes generally travel in a one-way loop, although many routes have a stem or spine that is
bidirectional. This approach to transit service design is intended to maximize service coverage
area. The loops are designed around a set of three primary transit stations – Forden Station,
Independence Station, and Downtown Station – with one additional station at UNCW. Forden
Station serves as the starting point for six of the routes (route numbers starting with "1"), while
Downtown Station is the starting point for the other five (route numbers starting with "2").
Most of Wave Transit’s service operates hourly, meaning buses depart from their starting point
once an hour. Service generally operates from 6:30 AM to 9:30 PM every day. Four routes (101,
105, 106 and 202) operate with 30 minute headways between 6:30 AM and 6:30 PM on weekdays
and hourly after 6:30 PM and on weekends. All of the routes operate seven days a week except for
the Brunswick Connector and Castle Hayne, which operate Monday through Friday only. Fixedroute services are operated with fully accessible 35’ Gillig Low Floor transit vehicles.
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Downtown Trolley
Wave Transit also operates a Downtown Trolley service, a free circulator connecting many
destinations in historic downtown Wilmington, including the City and County parking decks, City
Hall, Thalian Hall, New Hanover County Courthouse, Cape Fear Community College, Children's
Museum, and Public Library. The trolley operates as a hail-and-ride system, which means
passengers can hail the trolley to stop at any location; however, riders are encouraged to board at
intersections. The Trolley is the only service in the Wave system that does not require passengers
to wait at an officially designated bus stop to access the route. The trolley service is operated with
replica ‘rubber tire’ 28-foot Optima trolleys; the vehicles have seating for 28 passengers.
The trolleys are organized roughly according to a clockwise and counterclockwise loop: the
clockwise loop operates every 20 minutes from 7:30 AM to 9:20 PM Monday through Friday,
11:00 AM to 9:20 PM on Saturday, and 11:00 AM to 6:00 PM on Sunday. The counterclockwise
loop has a slightly different alignment that runs every 20 minutes between 10:00 AM and 3:00
PM Monday through Friday. As a result, a trolley passes most locations every 10 minutes during
times when both routes operate.

Figure 1

Overview of Wave Services

Service Name

Service Span and Frequency

Service Features

Local Fixed-Route Bus •

Adult cash fare: $1.50 (free transfers)

•

Seniors (65+), persons with disabilities, students (K - 12th Grade), local college students: $0.75 (with valid IDs)

•

UNCW students, faculty and staff ride free

Route 101 - Brooklyn/Princess Pl. (Brown)
Forden Station to Sigmon Rd./Walmart

Peak service
Weekdays: 30 minutes, 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Off Peak service
Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Downtown
Areas served: East
Wilmington, Creekwood,
Princess Place, Brooklyn

Route 102 - University (Light Blue)
Forden Station to Racine Dr./Carl St.

Weekdays & Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Independence, UNCW
Areas served: College Acres,
Devon Park, Audubon

Route 103 - Central (Purple)
Forden Station to Eastwood Rd./Racine Dr.

Weekdays & Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Independence
Areas served: Autumn Hall,
Landfall, Seagate, Lincoln
Forest, Devon Park

Route 104 - East (Red)
Forden Station to College Rd./New Centre Dr.

Weekdays & Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Independence, UNCW
Areas served: Kings Grant,
Long Leaf Acres, Mayfaire,
Winter Park, Audubon, Devon
Park

Route 105 - Medical Center (Light Green)
Forden Station to Kerr Ave./McClelland Dr.

Peak service
Weekdays: 30 minutes, 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Off Peak service
Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Downtown, Independence
Areas served: The Bottom,
East Wilmington, Forest Hills,
Country Club, Carolina Place,
Lake Forest
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Service Name

Service Span and Frequency

Service Features

Route 106 - West (Dark Green)
Forden Station to Market St./Kerr Ave.

Peak service
Weekdays: 30 minutes, 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Off Peak service
Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Forden,
Independence
Areas served: Forest Hills,
Country Club, Hanover
Heights, Sunset South, The
Bottom, Carolina Place, East
Wilmington

Route 201 - Monkey Junction (Gray)
Downtown Station to Carolina Beach Rd./Burnett Blvd.

Weekdays & Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Downtown
Areas served: Sunset Park,
Sunset South, Echo Farms,
Silvia Terra, Silver Lake,
Monkey Junction

Route 202 - Independence (Blue)
Downtown Station to 5th St./Castle St.

Peak service
Weekdays: 30 minutes, 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Off Peak service
Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 p.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Downtown,
Independence
Areas served: The Bottom,
Carolina Place, Country Club,
Lincoln Forest, Hanover
Heights, Dry Pond

Route 204 - Brunswick Connector (Yellow)
Downtown Station to Blackwell Rd./Village Rd.

Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Stations served: Downtown
Areas served: Eagle Island,
Navassa, Leland, Belville

Route 205 - Long Leaf Park (Pink)
Downtown Station to Castle St./Front St.

Weekdays & Saturday: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Sunday: hourly, 9:30 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.

Stations served: Downtown
Areas served: Dry Pond, Lake
Forest, Sunset Park, Long
Leaf Park

Route 207 - Castle Hayne (Orange)
Downtown Station to N Kerr Ave./Grathwol Dr.

Weekdays: hourly, 6:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Stations served: Downtown
Areas served: Northchase,
Castle Hayne, Wrightsboro

Route #1

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:30 a.m. - 9:20 p.m.
Saturday: 20 minutes, 11:00 a.m. - 9:20 p.m.
Sunday: 20 minutes, 11:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.

Clockwise loop

Route #2

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 10:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.

Counterclockwise Loop

Downtown Trolley - free for all users

Paratransit Services •

$3.00 per one-way trip (ADA only)

•

Personal care attendants ride free (ADA only)

Dial-a-Ride Transportation (DART)
Demand response, origin-to-destination service

ADA eligible; trips within ¾ mile of fixed route system
Available Monday - Saturday from 6:00 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. and Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

Contracted human service transportation
Demand response, origin-to-destination service

Program eligible individuals, trips generally within
New Hanover County
Available Monday - Saturday from 6:00 a.m. to 9:30
p.m. and Sunday from 9:30 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

UNCW Seahawk Shuttles – Students, faculty and staff ride for free
Blue Route
Leutze Hall to Applebee's

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:40 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Teal Route
Leutze Hall to Campus Edge Apartments

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 6:40 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Brown Route
Oleander Cinema (Park & Ride Lot) to Burney Loop

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 6:40 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Green Route
Burney Loop to Isaac Bear Parking Lot

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:40 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus
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Service Name

Service Span and Frequency

Service Features

Yellow Route
College R. Park & Ride to Wimbledon Chase

Weekdays: 15 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Red Route
Burney Loop to College Rd. Park & Ride

Weekdays: 15 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Red Express Route
College Rd. Park & Ride to Burney Loop

Weekdays: 5 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 6:30 p.m.
Weekends: No service

Off-campus

Point-to-Point After Hours Service
Within 1 mile radius of campus (Randall Library to
residences and UNCW parking lots)

Sunday - Thursday: 5:30 p.m. - midnight

Off-campus

Loop Route (Purple)
Trask Coliseum to Burney Loop

Weekdays: 30 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m.

On-campus, clockwise loop
around edge of campus and
student residential area

Loop Express 1 (Light Blue)

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:00 a.m. - 5:40 p.m.

On-campus, clockwise loop
around edge of campus

Loop Express 2 (Light Blue)

Weekdays: 20 minutes, 7:30 a.m. - 9:30 p.m.

On-campus, counterclockwise
loop around edge of campus

UNCW Seahawk Shuttles
By contract with UNCW, Wave Transit operates three on-campus and six off-campus UNCW
Seahawk Shuttle routes, plus a point-to-point after hours demand response service. On-campus
Shuttles are designed to support circulation around campus, while off-campus Shuttles are
primarily designed to bring students onto the UNCW campus. One of the Seahawk Shuttle
routes, the Teal Route, connects with regular local Wave Transit routes at Forden Station.
The UNCW Seahawk Shuttles are designed to complement campus parking policies. UNCW
undergraduate students who live within a one mile radius of campus are not permitted to park
their vehicle on campus during the daytime; this includes students living in the approximately
4,000 on-campus residential units (not all of which are filled). Students living within a one mile
radius are allowed to park on campus after 4:00 PM on weekdays and on weekends. Students
living outside of the one mile radius are permitted to park on campus at assigned lots for an
annual or semester fee.
Seahawk Shuttles operate primarily on weekdays between 7:00 AM and 6:00 PM and are
designated by color (e.g. Red Shuttle, Brown Shuttle). The Point-to-Point After Hours Shuttle,
which supports safe transportation after hours from the campus to student residences within the
1 mile radius, is available Sunday through Thursday from 5:30 PM to midnight.
Similar to Wave Transit’s regular routes, the Seahawk Shuttle service is operated by First Transit
under contract to Wave Transit. The Shuttles are operated with Goshen GC11 “cutaway” light duty
transit vehicles that are lift-equipped.

ADA Paratransit Service
In accordance with the Federal Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), Wave Transit provides
complementary paratransit service for individuals who are unable to use the local fixed-route
service. Under ADA, transit agencies must offer complementary paratransit service for ADA
eligible individuals unable to use fixed-route services and taking a trip that begins and ends
within ¾ of a mile from a fixed-route. Travel must occur during the operating hours of regular
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Figure 2

Map of Wave Local Fixed Routes
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transit service. ADA also sets fares for complementary paratransit service at not more than twice
the adult cash fare. Wave Transit brands its ADA service as Dial-A-Ride Transportation, or DART.
To ride DART, passengers must call and schedule a trip, up to 24 hours in advance. Hours of
service are Monday through Saturday from 6:30 AM to 9:30 PM and Sunday from 9:30 AM to
6:30 PM. As discussed, DART is operated in-house and as part of the operations, Wave is
responsible for determining client eligibility, scheduling trips, dispatching vehicles and operating
service. The ADA service is provided as part of a coordinated human service transportation
program that provides other demand response services under contract to other local and regional
human and social service agencies.
DART is operated with 17’ Ford E350 light duty transit vehicles and Dodge MaxiVans. Each van
comes equipped with a wheelchair lift and restraints for standardized wheelchairs.

Human Service Transportation
In addition to its DART services for ADA eligible individuals, Wave also provides paratransit
services within a larger service area by contract with certain human service agencies. While these
services function similarly to ADA service, they are available to a wider range of individuals,
including those who are disabled, seniors, or need financial assistance with transportation costs.
The service is provided using the same vehicle fleet and driver staff as is used for DART services.
Rider eligibility, eligible trip destinations/purposes, trip booking procedures, and service area for
the contracted services varies between each contract. Two contracts comprise the bulk of Wave's
contracted services, and these are:


New Hanover County Department of Aging/Senior Resource Center



New Hanover County and Pender County Departments of Social Services

Vanpool
Wave Transit recently initiated a pilot vanpool program, branded as “Wave Pool.” The service is
similar to vanpool services offered by many transit agencies around the country where users pay a
monthly fare to share a ride to and from work. The transit agency provides the vehicle, fuel,
maintenance, and insurance for the service and riders provide the driver and agree on pick-up
and drop-off times and locations. There is currently a vanpool carrying commuters traveling
between Wilmington and Jacksonville (NC).

PASSENGER FACILITIES
Aside from the Trolley, passengers must board buses and Seahawk Shuttles at designated Wave
Transit bus stops. Each stop has a characteristic Wave Transit blue sign that indicates the route
number/color and times (minutes past the hour) the bus will stop at that location.
Wave Transit has four transit stations – Downtown, Forden, Independence Mall, and UNCW –
that facilitate passenger transfers and system connectivity. All routes pass through at least one of
these stations, and many pass through two or more. Forden Station, opened in April 2011, is the
newest station, and offers a climate controlled waiting area with ticket sales, and real-time
passenger information. This station is located at 505 Cando Street, outside of downtown
Wilmington but in a location that is central for much of New Hanover County. Forden Station is
also served by intercity bus operators (Greyhound) and local taxi services. It also serves as the
administrative center of Wave fixed-route services.
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Downtown Station is located at the intersection of 2nd Street and Princess Street in downtown
Wilmington and provides benches and shelters for passengers. Independence and UNCW
Stations also include shelters and benches, and are located on Independence Boulevard at
Independence Mall and on the UNCW campus at the Trask Coliseum on South College Road,
respectively.

FARES
The adult cash fare for a one-way trip on Wave Transit’s local fixed-route bus service is $1.50.
Transfers between routes are free and are valid for 30 minutes on weekdays and 45 minutes on
weekends. They are not valid on return trips. UNCW employees and students ride all Wave
Transit fixed-route services for free by showing a valid UNCW ID card. Fares on DART are $3.00
per person each way, and personal care attendants may accompany a passenger at no extra
charge.
Wave also offers a series of fare media that provide discounts for bulk purchases. These include:
 a 7-day pass for $15.00 –valid for seven consecutive days from the day it is first used.
 a 31-day pass for $60.00 – valid for 31 consecutive days from the day it is first used.
 10-ride (one-way) pass for $15.00.
Older adults aged 65 or more, Medicare cardholders, and individuals with a disability (with
proper ID) pay a half fare ($0.75 for a one-way trip) to ride Wave Transit. Passes are also
available at half-fare to those who qualify. In addition to older adults and persons with a
disability, half fare discounts are available for students (with a valid ID) in kindergarten through
12th grade and local college students. Children under age 5 ride free (limit three per paying adult).

Recent Proposed Changes
Currently, Wave Transit is facing budgetary pressures and is examining ways to reduce its cost
burdens. To this end, Wave is currently considering the possibility of elimination of service all day
on Sundays, and the elimination of service on Trolley Route 2 (counter-clockwise loop). These
changes are not a result or a component of the Short Range Transit Plan, but are taken into
consideration in recommending future services.

EXISTING PLANS AND STUDIES
To ensure that study results are consistent and compatible with the broader framework of
transportation plans and reflect the planned infrastructure and services that will likely be
available in the region in the five year horizon, the following studies were examined:


Cape Fear Commutes 2035 Transportation Plan (December 2010)



Wave Short-Range Transit Plan (February 2004)



Coordinated Human Service Transportation Plan (December 2008)



Organizational Structure & Analysis (December 2009)



Transit Needs Study for the Wilmington Multi-Modal Transportation Center (May 2009)



Community Attitude Survey Results (May 2008)

Additionally, the following internal Wave documents were reviewed:


Fiscal Year 2012 Operating Budget (May 2012)
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CFPTA 2010 Annual Report



Title VI Policy

Based on current regional planning activities, among the most significant potential changes that
could impact the operation of Wave’s transit services in the near future are the following:


Development of a Multimodal Transportation Center in downtown Wilmington (currently
in design phase).



Development of a new bus maintenance and operating facility (at the corner of Division
Drive and Castle Hayne Road) - nearing construction).



Ongoing efforts on behalf of the Coordination Working Group to coordinate human
service transportation efforts, including ADA paratransit services and contracted human
service transportation provided by Wave.

Additionally, a development that may have a large impact on Wave’s paratransit service operation
is the statewide switch to a brokerage service delivery model for human service transportation
services. This is described in more detail in Chapter 10. Another change that will have impacts on
Wave's operations is the designation of the Wilmington region as an urbanized area. This
modification will change the types of funding available to the Wave Transit, and what types of
costs they can be used for. The impact of this change is not fully explored as part of the SRTP and
is only called out as an upcoming challenge.

AGENCY GOALS AND OBJECTIVES
Wave Transit uses the following mission statement and goals to guide its delivery of transit
services within the Wilmington region:

The mission of Cape Fear Public Transportation Authority (Wave Transit) is to develop and
maintain an effective, efficient, and safe system of public transportation services within
Southeastern North Carolina which is responsive to the mobility needs of the community.
Transportation services provided shall be designed to maintain and encourage the use of public
transportation and shall contribute to the economic vitality of the community, the conservation of
natural resources and protection of the environment.
The goals of Wave Transit are as follows:
1. Provide cost effective transportation services which optimize the utilization of personnel,
vehicles, and other resources and which are operated with a minimum of public subsidy.
2. Provide transportation services which meet the mobility needs of the community, within
available financial resources.
3. Develop funding options which assure the continued stable operation of transportation
services at a public subsidy level acceptable to the community.
4. Develop policies which assure, as much as possible, that transit services are designed and
operated to encourage maximum utilization by the community. Service should be
provided first in areas where the greatest potential for use exists.
5. Promote the use of public transportation services within the community. This includes both
providing adequate and up-to-date information on services available and aggressively
marketing the transit system.
6. Expand public transportation to new areas of the community as demand estimates and
population densities indicate that service will be sufficiently utilized within established
service standards.
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This mission and goals guided decision-making about tradeoffs in service provision and the
development of service change proposals. The service change development process is described in
Chapter 7.
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4 STAKEHOLDER AND PUBLIC INPUT
Input from stakeholders and the broader community of both riders and non-riders is vitally
important to ensuring that plan recommendations reflect community values and preferences. To
that end, the study included several opportunities for comment:


Survey of riders and non-riders



Interviews with key community stakeholders



Two public drop-in sessions and one public meeting to collect feedback on proposed
service changes



Online posting of service change proposals paired with an opportunity to submit
comments by email or mail

The following section summarizes key results from the first two activities; results are presented in
more detail in Technical Memorandum 2. Feedback on the proposed service changes is presented
in Chapter 7 and Appendix C.

RIDER AND NON-RIDER SURVEY
Perhaps the best insight into the service performance, quality, and effectiveness of existing Wave
Transit can be found among those who use the system most. To collect feedback from the public,
the SRTP included a survey of Wave Transit passengers which was administered on board buses
on December 13-18, 2011, and was also available online on the Wave Transit website. The survey
was aimed at gathering feedback on existing services, understanding riders' travel patterns, and
understanding preferences for future service improvements. As part of this effort, the surveyors
also observed operations in the field and spoke with passengers to understand their experiences
and expectations. The following section presents an overview of major study findings. A full
analysis of survey results is available in Technical Memorandum 2 of the SRTP. A copy of the
survey is included in Appendix A.

Key Survey Findings
The survey collected feedback from a broad cross-section of Wave riders. Survey respondents
included people of all ages, with the majority falling into the age range of 16 to 44. In terms of
vehicle access, most respondents (almost 60%) do not have access to vehicles and rely on other
modes, including WAVE, for all their transportation needs.
The majority of WAVE riders take the bus several times per week. A small majority (55%) of
respondents reported riding WAVE 5 or more times a week, and a large majority (84%) reported
riding at least 2 days a week. Respondents primarily begin their trips at home and end their trips
at work (on a weekday) or end their trips at shopping (on a weekend). The vast majority of riders
walk to and from the bus stop. Figure 3 shows a map of origin and destination pairs listed by
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respondents; Figure 4 shows the results of a series of questions about preferences on certain key
service provision tradeoffs.
Key issues, challenges and needs for improvement cited by riders included the following:


Difficulty in Making Time-Effective Trips on Wave Services. Many riders cited
the difficulty in using Wave services to make trips in a time-effective manner. Key causes
cited included a circuitous route structure, buses not being on time and missed
connections, and long travel times.



Weekend and Evening Service. Riders demonstrated a strong preference for
expanded service on weekends and evenings, rather than expanded service on weekdays.



Challenges in Reaching Key Destinations, Including Beaches. Riders described
a need to need to expand service to additional areas, and most of these comments were
directed at improving access to Wilmington's beaches.



Need for Improvement of Bus Stops. Many riders cited the need for improvement of
bus stops, including frequency of spacing and improved amenities. Riders strongly
preferred to have more frequently spaced bus stops, even if it meant slower service.
Overall, bus stop issues were one of the most frequently identified areas of improvement.



Customer Service from Drivers. While some riders had positive comments about
bus drivers, many specifically identified driver attitude and behavior as detractors to
quality service.

Respondents were also asked to provide additional comments on Wave services. Key themes in
the comments included:


Frequency of Service and Travel Time. Many riders noted that service is too
infrequent to be convenient. All of the comments on frequency of service either noted that
travel times were excessively high or that buses do not come sufficiently often.



Expanded Weekend/Evening Service. Numerous respondents commented on the
need to expand weekend and/or evening service and requested more service during those
time periods.



Bus Stops and Amenities. A large number of comments requested benches and
shelters at current bus stops; several also asked for additional bus stops near their home
or place of work. This area was one of the most frequently cited areas of concern.



Expanded Service Area. Respondents who commented on the need for expanded
service primarily requested expansion of service to new areas or improved connections
between routes.



On-time Performance. A high number of respondents commented on WAVE’s ontime performance, and several pointed out specific routes that are consistently late,
including Route 101 and 105.



Customer Service. WAVE customer service received mixed reviews; four respondents
complemented WAVE on its friendly employees, but most asked for more courteous and
professional bus drivers. Overall, this was among the most frequently cited needs.



Beach Service. At least 13 riders noted the need for service to beach areas, and most
frequently cited Carolina Beach as a desired destination.



Fares. There was a small number of comments about the cost of riding WAVE.
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Figure 3

Map of Origin and Destination Pairs
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Figure 4

Service Improvement Preferences

STAKEHOLDER INTERVIEWS
As part of the SRTP, members of the Nelson\Nygaard study team conducted a series of
stakeholder interviews. These interviews were held with members of the community identified by
Wave as having a stake or interest in the development of Wilmington’s public transportation
system. The purpose of the interviews was to collect a broad perspective on community interests,
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needs and expectations for Wave services. The interviews also provided insights into Wave
service development and the perception of Wave in the community.
Wave Transit identified the specific organizations and individuals most appropriate for
participation in the interview process and assisted in setting up interviews. Most of the interviews
were also held in Wave Transit’s office. This step helped to encourage participation in the process
and also ensured that the stakeholder list contained the most appropriate individuals for an
interview within an organization.
Interviews were set up as individual meetings or meetings with one to three staff persons. At the
outset of each meeting, Nelson\Nygaard encouraged stakeholders to speak freely and assured
them that any comments or ideas expressed in the interview would be anonymous. As a result,
findings presented in this memo are not attributed to any individual or organization and instead
summarized. In total, the study team met with representatives from eight organizations and
received input from 13 individuals. Organizations interviewed included:


Wilmington Housing Authority



Wilmington MPO



University of North Carolina – Wilmington



New Hanover County Department of Aging/ Senior Resource Center



New Hanover County Department of Social Services



DART Paratransit Staff



Brunswick Transit



Pender County Transit

While each interview was tailored to reflect the individual (or organization) perspective, the
meeting focused around five primary questions:


What is your experience with and perspective on Wave Transit services?



Do your clients or constituents use Wave Transit? How effectively do the existing transit
services meet their needs?



Are there things that Wave Transit is doing well? What are they and how are they
successful?



Are there opportunities for Wave Transit to improve? What are they and what are the
challenges?



What improvements do you think Wave Transit should prioritize in the next 3 to 5 years?

Key Findings from the Stakeholder Interviews
A full summary of stakeholder comments can be found in Technical Memorandum 2. Overall
themes included:


There is a strong level of support and appreciation for Wave Transit and public
transportation in general among the stakeholders. Stakeholders unanimously agreed that
Wave staff is good to work with primarily because they are willing to listen to concerns
and make changes.



Despite having a lot of community support, Wave is less well supported politically.
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Wave has an excellent image in the community. Forden Station is a big success and the
buses look good, are clean and fairly reliable. Wave has also built trust in the community
by responding quickly to complaints.



Some stakeholders would like to see Wave start to work on attracting choice riders.



Ideas for improvements include improving and expanding passenger amenities and
increasing service levels so the bus runs more often and for longer hours.



Priorities for service improvements include:
−

Service to the beach, especially Carolina and Kure Beach but also Wrightsville.

−

Expand service to growing areas:

−

o

Leland in Brunswick County

o

Porter’s Neck Road/Ogden/Gordon Road

o

South side of Wilmington - College Road, Monkey Junction

Increase capacity and service levels on demand response service.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SRTP
In terms of lessons for the Short Range Transit Plan, the survey and stakeholder interviews offer
the following:




Wave Transit primarily serves transit dependent individuals, who rely on the bus for
nearly all of their service. These individuals overwhelmingly walk to/from the bus and
are willing to have longer travel times to walk shorter distances.
−

Service designs will need to minimize walk times while balancing the need to provide
direct service between critical destinations. Achieving this balance may require
consideration of alternative service designs.

−

Passenger amenities, especially places to sit and rest at bus stops, are important.

Weekday frequencies are generally perceived as adequate. Despite passenger comments
about the need for more frequency, riders consistently preferred service expansion into
the evening and weekends over more weekday service.
−



An exception to this is if Wave Transit moves to a system that increasingly relies on
transfers. If passengers are required to transfer, service frequencies should be increased.
−



Evening and weekend service typically has lower ridership as compared with weekday
service. As a result, while the investment may still be needed, it may be less
productive as compared with other recent service expansions.

There may be opportunities for higher frequency service along major corridors with
connections to neighborhoods.

Passenger origins and destinations suggest a lot of trips begin or end in downtown
Wilmington, along Market Street, in the neighborhoods south and southeast of
downtown, and Monkey Junction.
−

Providing direct connections between these locations would be valuable.



Riders rely on Wave Transit to get to/from work. Service reliability is critical.



Opportunities to develop new service markets are generally outside of the City of
Wilmington, include new growth areas in New Hanover and Brunswick Counties.



There is a lot of interest in bus service to the beach.
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5 MARKET ANALYSIS
As discussed, Wilmington and the surrounding region have changed significantly over the past
decade, gaining both jobs and people. Furthermore, even under recent slower economic
conditions, communities continue to change — population shifts to new areas, demographic
groups contract and expand, neighborhoods are revitalized and job centers move. An essential
aspect to designing and developing effective transit services lies in understanding these changes
so that transit services continue to reflect their operating environment, locally and regionally. As
part of the SRTP, the study team looked at the existing market for transit services in terms of
population and employment, as well as the size and location of key demographic groups, to
understand how well Wave’s services are matched to the current travel demand and growth
trends. The analysis also identifies potential new markets and service opportunities.
The market analysis examines these changes and considers the implications of these factors on
the demand for transit in the Wilmington and New Hanover County. This section presents
highlights from the analysis, focusing on population and employment – the two most important
factors in determining demand for transit – plus low income households, the population
subgroup that most closely tracks with high transit ridership; further detail on the analysis of key
demographic sub-groups is available in SRTP Technical Memorandum 1.

POPULATION
In 2010, Wilmington had 106,476 residents, while New Hanover County had 202,667. These
figures represent a growth of approximately 142% (62,476 persons) over 30 years for Wilmington
and 96% (99,196 persons) for New Hanover County. Figure 5 shows the historical p0pulation of
Wilmington and New Hanover County for every decennial census back to 1980. Annexation since
1980 partly explains why the city appears to have grown at a much faster rate than the county as a
whole (particularly two significant annexations in 1999 and 2000).

Figure 5

Population Growth in Wilmington and New Hanover County
Wilmington

New Hanover County

Year

Population

% Change

Population

% Change

1980

44,000

-

103,471

-

1990

55,530

26.2%

120,284

16.2%

2000

75,838

36.6%

160,307

33.3%

2010

106,476

40.4%

202,667

26.4%

62,476
(+ 2,077 / year)

142%

99,196
(+ 3,376 / year)

96%

Total Change
(1980-2010)
Source: U.S. Census Bureau
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Figure 6

Population Density
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Population density is among the most important factors influencing the viability of transit service
transit because nearly all transit trips require walking to/from the bus on at least one end of the
trip. Higher-density communities have more people within walking distance of a bus route and
thus, are likely to be more successful transit markets. The population density for the area is
shown in Figure 6. In Wilmington and New Hanover County, the densest places are in downtown
Wilmington, around UNCW, and along the Market Street corridor. Other high density
neighborhoods are in Carolina Place and College Acres.

EMPLOYMENT
Understanding the distribution and density of employment is also critical to transit service
design. Bus routes that travel through areas of high employment density provide key connections
to job opportunities. Employment is especially important because traveling to/from work
accounts for the singular most frequent type of trip. Regional population data, drawn from the
U.S. Census Bureau’s 2009 Longitudinal Employer-Household Dynamics (LEHD) product, is
shown in Figure 7. As shown, there is a clear clustering of jobs in downtown, just east of
Greenfield Lake, around the intersection of Oleander and Independence, the UNCW campus, and
areas to the west and north of UNCW. Other minor clusters of employment activity exist around
the area, including at Monkey Junction, along the eastern end of Eastwood Road, and Market
Street between Judges Road and Gordon Road.
The LEHD data, however, comes with two notable drawbacks. First, job location data for
companies with multiple locations often suffers from “headquartering,” where all employee
locations are assigned to a central location. Second, some special classes of employees are
excluded from the data entirely (military personnel and Federal civilian employees). Therefore, in
order to check and verify the employment data, the study team identified the area’s ten largest
employers and verified these jobs in the LEHD data. According to the Wilmington Chamber of
Commerce, the largest employers in the Wilmington area are:
1.

New Hanover Regional Medical Center / Cape Fear Hospital. The New Hanover
Regional Medical Center system has two large medical centers in Wilmington which
collectively employ 4,738 people. This job data suffered from headquartering — all
employees were incorrectly located at the organization’s headquarters (the New Hanover
Regional Medical Center on 17th Street). For this analysis, an appropriate share of these
employees was re-allocated to the Cape Fear Hospital location (based on each proportion
of hospital beds between both locations).

2. New Hanover County Schools. The public school system employs 3,666 people. A
spot check of these jobs indicates they are correctly located.
3. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. Wal-Mart has two locations in Wilmington and collectively
employs 2,592 people. A spot check of these jobs indicates they are correctly located.
4. GE Wilmington. The GE Hitachi and GE Aviation facilities at Interstate-140 and Castle
Hayes Road employ 2,100 people. The LEHD did not correctly assign these jobs to the
area, probably again due to headquartering (which would assign these jobs to the
corporate GE headquarters somewhere else). For this analysis, these jobs were moved to
the appropriate location (I-140 and Castle Hayes Road).
5.

University of North Carolina at Wilmington. The UNCW campus employs 1,898
people. These jobs were not included in the database, most likely because they are
assigned to a central location for the University of North Carolina. For this analysis, these
jobs were moved to the appropriate location (the UNCW campus).
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Figure 7

Employment Distribution
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Low Income
The number of Wilmington households that are low income (those households with income below
poverty level as defined by the U.S. Census) increased from about 2,300 in 2000 to about 3,400
in 2010 (according the 2008–2010 American Community Survey). The increase is essentially
proportional to the overall growth in the number of households. National experience shows that
these low income households have a significant propensity to use transit, which makes
understanding their geographic distribution important.
In Wilmington, obvious clusters of low income households are evident, particularly in downtown
Wilmington, Dry Pond, The Bottom, Love Grove, Princess Place, East Wilmington, College Acres,
Devon Park, and Carolina Place (see Figure 8). Route 101, one of WAVE’s highest ridership
routes, serves many of these areas, underscoring the link between income and high transit use.

COMPOSITE TRANSIT PROPENSITY
In order to get an analytical picture of areas in Wilmington that have a strong propensity to use
transit, Nelson\Nygaard compiled a composite transit need of Wilmington by combining the most
important factors in transit propensity — the distribution and density of low income households
and employment (see Figure 9). Based on this analysis, areas and corridors with a relatively high
propensity for transit ridership include:
 Market Street. The Market Street Corridor has many areas with a high concentration of
transit demand, including downtown Wilmington, East Wilmington, the area around
UNCW and Forden Station, and the Kings Grant/Ogden Park area.
 South Front Street/Carolina Beach Road. Employment and low income households
are more evenly distributed along this corridor, but areas with a high concentration of need
include downtown Wilmington, Dry Pond, Sunset South/Long Leaf Park, Lake Forest, and
Monkey Junction.
 South 16th Street/South 17th Street. With numerous schools, social services, the New
Hanover County Health Department, the New Hanover Regional Medical Center, and many
other medical offices, South 16th Street/South 17th Street is one of the strongest transit
market corridors within New Hanover County.
 Independence Boulevard. Independence Boulevard also has many large job centers,
including Independence Mall and Verizon Wireless. It serves the Forest Park and Devon
Park areas.
 South Kerr Avenue/South College Road. The neighborhoods west and north of
UNCW have a high concentration of employment and low income households. At the
intersection of South 17 Street and South College Road there are also numerous shops and
strip malls, slightly south of which is Cape Fear Academy, all of which would be good
markets for transit. Monkey Junction is also at the intersection of South College Road and
Carolina Beach Road.
 Shipyard Boulevard. Running east-west, this corridor serves as a link between the high
employment areas near Sunset South/Long Leaf Park, medical offices around the New
Hanover Regional Medical Center, and Verizon Wireless. Shipyard Boulevard runs parallel
to Market Street and intersects Carolina Beach Road, South 17th Street, Independence
Boulevard, and South College Road.
 Oleander Drive/Wrightsville Avenue and Military Cutoff Road. This corridor
includes many employment areas, such as the Cape Fear Hospital, Winter Park Elementary,
New Hanover County Arboretum, and New Hanover County Public Library. It also includes
residential neighborhoods such as Audubon, Winter Park, Seagate, Landfall, and Mayfaire.
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Figure 8

Households with Low Incomes
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Figure 9

Composite Transit Propensity
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 Eastwood Road. Transit propensity in this corridor varies widely, with high demand
around UNCW and Forden Station that tapers off heading east until the intersection with
Military Cutoff Road. Between this intersection east until Wrightsville Beach is a second
section of high demand, due to high employment density.
 GE Wilmington at the intersection of I-140 and Castle Hayne Road. While the location is
fairly isolated, it is one of the largest employers in the region. Service to that destination
ideally would be coordinated with shift schedules.
 Northchase and the surrounding employment areas have been identified as targets for
new growth.

IMPLICATIONS FOR THE SRTP
Overall the market analysis suggests the following:
 Rapid growth in the City of Wilmington and New Hanover County has changed the
community’s socio-economic profile. This rapid growth has led to low density development
in many areas, especially outside of the City of Wilmington. At the same time, rapid growth
also meant density increased in other areas, especially in downtown, but also in the
neighborhoods in and around downtown.
 There are several high density residential areas where there are concentrations of
households and individuals with low incomes, such as Dry Pond, Lake Forest, Carolina
Place, Devon Park, and Brooklyn, as well as the area around downtown Wilmington. Most
of these areas are also very close to clusters or along corridors of high employment.
 Major employers include a mix of private and public sector jobs, with Wal-Mart, GE
Wilmington, the New Hanover Regional Medical Center/Cape Fear Hospital, New Hanover
County Public Schools, and UNCW as the region’s major employers. Nearly all of these
employers have multiple work shifts, including shifts other than the traditional “9 AM to 5
PM” and Monday to Friday schedules.
 The composite transit propensity analysis shows clusters of projected transit need and thus
the most important areas to serve with transit:
− Downtown Wilmington
− The 16th and 17th Street corridor from Market Street to Independence Boulevard
− The Market Street corridor to Military Cutoff Road
− The Independence Boulevard corridor from Market Street to Shipyard Boulevard
− The College Road corridor from Market Street to Shipyard Boulevard
− The Oleander Drive and Wrightsville Avenue corridors from College to Eastwood Roads
− The Eastwood Road corridor
 In general, the analysis suggests that the Wave Transit routes are going to the right
locations and providing the highest need areas with some level of public transportation.
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6 SERVICE EVALUATION
A major factor in determining how services should be organized is a clear picture of where
existing services perform well, and where opportunities existing to strengthen routes. To evaluate
existing transit services, the study team undertook three analyses:


System-wide evaluation of Wave Transit services, including fixed-route and demandresponsive services



Route-by-route evaluations of each of Wave Transit’s fixed-route services



Evaluation of Wave Transit’s demand-responsive services

The following section provides summaries of these analyses. The system-wide evaluation is
available in more detail in Technical Memorandum 1, while the individual route-by-route
evaluations (including trolley services) and a review of the demand response service are available
as separate stand-alone documents.

SYSTEM EVALUATION
The evaluation of Wave Transit’s system was developed using data on ridership and cost provided
by Wave Transit and reported to the National Transit Database (NTD). Data is shown for the past
five years (2007 – 2011) and includes data collected before and after the service restructuring. As
a result, it captures recent ridership growth realized between mid-2010 and mid-2011. The
analysis considers fixed-route and demand response services separately.
The performance analysis considers service inputs, outputs and consumption. Service inputs are
summarized as total annual operating costs, while service outputs include revenue service hours
and revenue service miles. Service consumption includes ridership and farebox revenues. The
performance data is then expressed in terms of three performance indicators commonly used in
the transit industry, which can be categorized as follows:
 Cost efficiency. These indicators are the ratios of service inputs to service outputs, and
measure the efficiency of resource allocation within the agency.
 Cost effectiveness. These indicators are the ratio of service inputs to service
consumption and measure how well the service is utilized by the community.
 Service effectiveness. These indicators are the ratio of service consumption to service
outputs and measure how well the capacity of service is being utilized by the consumer.

Wave Fixed-Route Service
An assessment of how well fixed-route services have performed with regard to the three
categories of performance indicators is provided below (see also Figure 10).
 Operating Cost per Passenger. This standard measures cost effectiveness by assessing
total operating costs over ridership. Wave fixed-route operating cost per passenger is
between $2.98 and $3.99 per passenger, which is excellent for a system that operates a mix
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of small urban and rural services. Year-on-year cost increases fluctuate but are generally
within 2-3%, a reasonable reflection of costs increases associated with driver wages and
benefits, fuel and insurance costs.
 Operating Cost per Revenue Hour. This indicator is a good measure of cost efficiency
because it measures the cost of an output of service. Over the past five years, Wave’s cost
per revenue hour fluctuated between approximately $48 and $55 per hour. These costs are
on the low end of expectation. As a point of reference, North Carolina peer agencies
(Fayetteville Area Transit, High Point Transit, and Asheville) have hourly operating costs of
between $60 and $72 per hour, up to 30% higher than Wave Transit 1.

Figure 10

WAVE Transit Service Characteristics – Fixed-Route Services (2007-2011)

Operating Data

2007

2008

2009

2010

2011

Unlinked Trips (Riders)

1,549,922

1,454,425

1,424,123

1,352,235

1,486,460

Revenue Hours

91,987

96,303

96,829

108,579

107,562

Revenue Miles

1,384,832

1,511,581

1,443,003

1,324,417

1,309,708

Operating Costs

$4,617,090

$5,311,498

$5,029,564

$5,230,372

$5,928,941

$746,753

$701,991

$712,348

$740,118

$683,313

$50.19

$55.15

$51.94

$48.17

$55.12

$2.98

$3.65

$3.53

$3.87

$3.99

16.17%

13.22%

14.16%

14.15%

11.53%

$2.50

$3.17

$3.03

$3.32

$3.53

Passengers per Hour

16.9

15.1

14.7

12.5

13.8

Passengers per Mile

1.1

1.0

1.0

1.0

1.1

Farebox Revenue
Cost Efficiency
Operating Cost per Hour
Cost Effectiveness
Operating Cost per
Passenger
Farebox Recovery
Subsidy per Passenger
Service Efficiency

Source: National Transit Database data, adapted by Nelson\Nygaard

 Passengers per Revenue Hour and Passengers per Revenue Mile. These
indicators measure how well is the service being consumed in relation to the amount of
service available. The number of passengers carried per revenue hour fluctuated between
2007 and 2011; after carrying nearly 17 passengers per hour in 2007, Wave was losing
ground until 2011, when it reported 13.8 passengers per hour. In terms of passengers per
revenue mile, Wave Transit has been very stable, carrying between 1 and 1.1 passengers for
every mile of service operated.
 Farebox Recovery Ratio. This indicator measures cost effectiveness and is the ratio of
fare revenue to total operating costs. A general rule of thumb for a small urban transit

1

Operating cost per hour for peer agencies is from the National Transit Database, reporting year 2010.
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operation is to maintain a recovery rate of 10-15%. The farebox recovery ratio for Wave
Transit is within or above this range, with recovery ratios between 13%-16%; however, the
ratio is trending downward over time.
 Average Subsidy per Passenger. This indicator is closely related to operating cost per
passenger, but also factors in fare revenues, and shows how much each passenger trip is
being subsidized. In the case of Wave fixed-route service, subsidy costs range from $2.50
and $3.32 per trip.

Demand Response/Dial-A-Ride Services
As discussed, Wave Transit operates a coordinated human service and public transit system that
provides demand response service to a number of agencies and institutions, including the ADA
complementary paratransit DART service. Changes in the program over time make comparing
several years worth of data difficult; as a result, the performance review considers four years
(2008 – 2011), and concentrates on indicators associated with cost and service efficiency rather
than cost effectiveness. The parameters are discussed below and shown in Figure 11.
 Operating Cost per Revenue Hour. Wave Transit demand response service cost has
varied between $31 and $40 during the four year period considered. Costs were slightly
higher in 2011 ($35.46) than in 2010 ($34.13) but remained lower than in 2009 ($39.99), a
trend that reflects increasing stability and cost efficiency. These costs are lower or on peer
with the peer group cited earlier. Fayetteville’s demand response costs are $69 per hour,
High Point is at $43 per hour and Asheville is $28 per hour 2. In addition, as compared with
fixed-route service, DART costs about 20% less per hour.

Figure 11

WAVE Transit Service Characteristics – Demand Response Services (2008-2011)

Operating Data

2008

2009

2010

2011

Unlinked Trips (Ridership)

66,719

66,305

70,187

81,039

Revenue Hours

36,622

33,462

36,748

39,959

Revenue Miles

500,886

527,683

548,934

663,804

$1,150,350

$1,338,126

$1,254,277

$1,417,075

$31.41

$39.99

$34.13

$35.46

$17.24

$20.18

$17.87

$17.49

Passengers per Hour

1.8

2.0

1.9

2.0

Passengers per Mile

0.1

0.1

0.1

0.1

Operating Costs
Cost Efficiency
Operating Cost per Hour
Cost Effectiveness
Operating Cost per Passenger
Service Efficiency

Source: National Transit Database adapted by Nelson\Nygaard

2

National Transit Database
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 Operating Cost per Passenger. In 2011, the cost to transport a single passenger on
Wave Transit’s dial-a-ride service was $17.49. The cost per passenger has been stable over
the four year period.
 Passengers per Revenue Hour and Passengers per Revenue Mile. These
indicators measure service effectiveness – that is, how well is the service is being consumed
in relation to the amount of service available. Wave Transit’s demand-responsive services
carry about 1.9 passengers per revenue hour and 0.10 per revenue mile. In general, data
suggests that the WAVE’s demand-responsive service performs slightly below other similar
systems.

Lessons for the SRTP
For fixed-route service, Wave Transit’s strengths include a low hourly cost of service which is
considered low on a national scale as well as lower than other peer transit agencies in North
Carolina. Low service costs combined with increasing ridership means the agency enjoys a fairly
low cost per passenger and high cost effectiveness and cost efficiency.
The system analysis also suggests three metrics that should be considered as the SRTP moves
forward: passengers per revenue hour, passengers per revenue mile, and farebox recovery ratio.
Both passengers per revenue hour and revenue mile have not changed appreciably over the past
five years and farebox recovery ratio has decreased slightly over the past few years. This leads to
the argument that even as service hours have been increased, the investments have not resulted in
appreciable increases in productivity. There are several potential explanations for this finding,
including that one time consuming and poorly performing route that could undermine overall
system performance.
Demand response services show similar strengths. Ridership increases have generally outpaced
cost increases, with the result that the operating cost per passenger has remained fairly constant
over time. One of the key industry service efficiency metrics for demand response service —
passengers per hour — is close to 2.0, which is an industry standard threshold for a productive
service.

ROUTE-BY-ROUTE SERVICE ANALYSIS
The route-by-route evaluation was one of the largest aspects of the SRTP process in terms of both
effort and analysis. As discussed, results from this analysis are not directly incorporated into the
report but are available as a separate technical document. While the analysis focused on
identified specific opportunities to improve individual routes, several major themes emerged.
These themes are summarized here to provide a context for recommendations proposed in the
subsequent chapters:


Service generally provides coverage in the right market areas. In general,
Wave Transit services provide transit coverage to the areas most likely to need service.
The primary market for transit is in Wilmington’s downtown and core, and it is
unsurprising that this is where ridership is highest.



Services operate in large loops, which mean one-way trips can be long. Most
of Wave Transit’s services operate in one-way loops. This approach to transit planning
maximizes the geographic area covered by transit , but makes service more complicated
to use and means that some passengers must either endure long travel times or plan a
complex trip that involves using a combination of routes to reach their destination. There
are opportunities to straighten service and make it more consistent in each direction.
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Services overlap and are redundant in some areas. The looping service design
also means that routes are generally designed to provide one-seat rides to the same
destination. As a result, many of Wilmington’s main corridors are served by multiple
routes. In some cases this is warranted but in others, routes have become redundant and
compete with each other for riders. It also means that some areas have more service than
needed and others have less service than necessary or no service at all.



Many routes are very circuitous. In order to maximize service coverage, but also to
provide single-seat rides, services are very circuitous. This translates into long travel
times and multiple segments that may or may not be productive. For example, Route 104
provides a long loop of service from the eastern area of Wilmington all the way to
Independence Mall. While this serves a large geographic area and provides a one-seat
ride for some riders, it also means that riders wanting to get anywhere other than the mall
must travel for up to an hour before they can easily transfer to other routes.



Some route segments have low ridership. While it is typical for some segments of
transit routes to have low ridership, these segments also offer opportunities to improve
the service. In the case of Wave routes, Wave staff and the study team took a careful look
at the unproductive segments to see if there were ways for routes to be augmented to
move buses away from unproductive areas onto areas with more demand or to serve
stronger markets.

Wilmington can also be a challenging environment in which to plan effective transit services. The
following emerged as key constraints in developing services:


Improvements to pedestrian conditions will strengthen transit. In many areas
of Wilmington, the arterial roads that provide the most straightforward path on which to
operate transit services are also high-speed roads with dangerous pedestrian crossings (or
no designated crossings at all). Examples include Shipyard Boulevard, College Road,
portions of Market Street, and 16th/17th Streets.
Moreover, many neighborhoods have no sidewalks at all. As several riders noted during
the public meeting to discuss proposed service changes, in Wilmington, two-way service
is needed on streets not only to make service bi-directional, but also to render it
unnecessary to cross the street to get to the bus. In essence, these riders are willing to ride
for long distances in the wrong direction for up to an hour simply to avoid crossing a
street.



Planning for transit services within the regional planning framework can be
challenging. In many ways, Wave Transit operates independently from other agencies,
and as such is not always directly involved in planning decisions that directly affect the
way transit systems operate, such as plans to design or change to roadway configurations,
regional transportation service planning, and other initiatives.

The following chapter describes the proposed service improve scenarios built around these
findings.

BENEFITS OF TRANSIT SERVICE
Transit services are an important component of the social, economic and transportation
infrastructure that support employers and individuals in the Wilmington region. While the SRTP
is intended primarily as a process to consider the efficiency and effectiveness of the public
transportation network, the research process also creates an opportunity to highlight the
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importance of the service to region and demonstrate the impact of Wave Transit on the local
community. For example:

Economic Benefits


Wave Transit moves large numbers of people through the region. Wave Transit
carries some 3,600 riders per day on weekdays, 1,700 on Saturdays, and 800 on Sundays.



Wave provides transportation options for the most vulnerable members of
the community. Most people using Wave Transit have no other transportation option
available to them. Without the bus, these individuals would not be able to work, get to
school, or access essential medical services.



Wave services provide access to employment opportunities. Riders make
approximately 230,000 work-related trips annually on Wave fixed-route services.
Without Wave, many of these individuals would not be able to work or would not be able
to access higher paying job markets, such as the medical district and the university.



Using transit is less costly than driving. The American Automobile Association
estimates that the average annual cost of owning and operating a car in 2012 is $8,780. 3
By comparison, the annual cost to ride Wave Transit is a maximum of $720 – a difference
of $8,060.



The availability of transit service reduces the cost of delivering public
services overall. For example, transit services allow riders with disabilities to live more
independently, reducing the public expense of dependent care facilities. The cost of
providing public transit services is therefore partly offset by savings in other public
budgets.

Social Benefits
Many Wilmington residents depend on Wave Transit’s services to provide access to employment,
recreation, shopping, medical and other services, and daily needs. Transit services increase
economic and social opportunities for Wilmington residents, and in particular for those who
cannot or do not wish to own a vehicle. In other words, transit services promote greater equity
between those who can drive and those who cannot.


Transit provides mobility to people who cannot use an automobile. Many
people cannot drive or do not always have access to an automobile. Persons with
disabilities (19% of New Hanover County residents), older adults over age 65 (14% of
residents), and youths under age 18 (14%) are among the groups that do not always have
access to a vehicle or are unable to drive.



Transit provides inexpensive transportation for riders with low incomes.
More than 15% of households in New Hanover County are below the poverty line. Many
people with low incomes depend on the availability of affordable transit services to travel
through the Wilmington region to access employment and other activities; without these

“Your Driving Costs – 2012”, American Automobile Association, May 2012. http://exchange.aaa.com/automobilestravel/automobiles/gas-pricing/ Figure includes fuel, maintenance, tires, insurance, license, registration, taxes, depreciation, and
loan finance.
3
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services, it is likely that many of these riders would limit their travel and face adversity in
meeting basic daily needs.


Transit supports active participation of disadvantaged individuals in
community life. For individuals who cannot or will not use a car, transit can be a
lifeline link to social and recreational opportunities. For example, Wave transit provides
access for older adults to the Senior Resource Center, a vital source of meals, services,
and social opportunities for older adults.

Health and Environmental Benefits


Transit supports a healthy lifestyle. Nearly every person who rides the bus walks on
at least one end of their journey. By encouraging walking transit is part of promoting a
healthy lifestyle. A healthier population helps to reduce health care related costs for
everyone.



Transit reduces vehicle congestion. For every transit rider who would otherwise
depend on a personal vehicle for travel, a car is taken off the road, reducing the impact on
congestion. Transit services in Wilmington operate on some of the most traveled
corridors in New Hanover County. In the absence of Wave services, congestion would be
even more significant.



Transit improves air quality. One gallon of gasoline burned contributes 19.6 pounds
of carbon dioxide to the atmosphere. 4 By switching to group transportation, riders reduce
their environmental footprint.



Public transit is essential to walkable, livable communities. Transit in
Wilmington is a vital component of the transportation network that supports regional
efforts to create more walkable, bikable, accessible and livable land use patterns.

4 “Voluntary Reporting of Greenhouse Gases Program”, US Energy Information Administration. 2011 figure.
http://www.eia.gov/oiaf/1605/coefficients.html
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7 SERVICE IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS
As discussed, the primary objective of the SRTP was to identify a set of set service improvements
that would best position Wave Transit to improve its service and meet the growing and changing
need in the community. As a result, the initial steps of the project included understanding how
well the existing system worked and identifying strengths and weaknesses.
The next step, developing service improvement options, involved setting Wave Transit’s strategic
direction, including developing a broad, policy level framework for how Wave should structure,
operate and manage its transit network, as well as more detailed recommendations on where,
how and when routes should run. Thus, the study team developed service options that both set
the broader strategic direction for service delivery and provided options for how this would be
applied. This chapter discusses the process of setting the guiding principles, developing service
networks and evaluating the proposed options.

SERVICE DESIGN FRAMEWORK
As discussed, prior to developing any specific service alternatives, the study team worked with
Wave Transit staff to develop a strategic direction that could be used to guide the development of
service improvement options, evaluate the different options, and ultimately guide
implementation.

Wave Transit’s Core Network
Prior to developing service improvement options, Wave Transit staff and the study team worked
together to identify and document Wave’s most important service assets and service priorities.
These priorities also create a system framework that is the physical and service structure around
which potential improvements may be made. In Wilmington, the key transit assets include a
combination of strong travel corridors, critical origins and destinations for travelers, and physical
assets.


Forden Station, Downtown Station, Independence Mall, and UNCW Station –
Wave Transit has three established transit stations that function as service anchors.
Every route serves at least one station and several serve two. As a result, in nearly every
case, if a rider can get to one of these stations, they are able to access the entire transit
network. Retaining these system anchors maintains the flexibility of the network.



Market Street – Market Street is Wilmington’s primary travel corridor with some of the
highest density of services and employment in the region. The corridor is also anchored
with Forden Station to the east and Downtown Station to the west. Wave should operate a
high level of service along Market Street, offering direct, reliable and fast service.



Princess Street – Princess Street is Wave Transit’s second highest ridership corridor.
The corridor serves the Brooklyn neighborhood, a densely settled community with a high
propensity to ride transit. Similar to Market Street, Princess is anchored by Forden
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Station to the west and downtown Station to the east/south. Even though it is parallel to
Market Street and located relatively close, demand is sufficient to warrant a separate,
high level of service that is fast, direct and reliable.


Medical and Service Center (16th and 17th Street Corridors) – The New Hanover
Regional Medical Center and adjacent medical and human services agencies provide a
concentration of employment and services and makes it one of the most important
destinations for transit riders in the region. Ensuring this location is accessible by more
than one direction is a priority for the network.



Service Schedules – Wave Transit currently schedules all routes according to a clockfaced schedule with all routes departing on the half-hour or hour. This approach to
scheduling service is a key system attribute because it creates a schedule that is easy to
remember and use, and that results in timed service connections that reduce transfer
impacts. This is an asset that should be retained, to the extent possible, as improvement
options are considered.

Service Design Guidelines
In addition to identifying Wave’s core network, Wave Transit staff and the study team also
discussed the philosophy for how Wave Transit should organize and structure the transit network.
Together the team discussed and debated different characteristics of successful transit systems
and ultimately agreed to a series of service design guidelines or principles. As routes were
restructured and reconfigured, the team tried to incorporate – and in some cases balance – these
principles. These included:
Service Should be Simple. First and foremost, for people to use transit, service should be
designed so that it is easy to understand. In this way, potential riders can learn about the options
that are available to take them where they want to go and when they want to without experiencing
frustration and problems. Most of the guidelines in this chapter are aimed at making service
intuitive, logical, and easy to understand.
Routes Should Operate Along a Direct Path. The fewer directional changes a route makes,
the easier it is to understand. Conversely, circuitous alignments are disorienting and difficult to
remember. Routes should not deviate from the most direct alignment unless there is a
compelling reason.
Route Deviations Should be Minimized. As described above, service should be relatively
direct, and to make service direct, the use of route deviations—the deviation of service off of the
most direct route—should be minimized.
However, there are many instances when the deviation of service off of the most direct route is
appropriate, for example to provide service to major shopping centers, employment sites, schools,
etc. In these cases, the benefits of operating the route off of the main route must be weighed
against the inconvenience caused to passengers already on board. Route deviations should be
implemented only if:


Overall route productivity (in terms of passengers per revenue vehicle hour) would be
equal to or better than without the deviation.



The number of new passengers that would be served is equal to or greater than 25% of the
number of passengers who would be inconvenienced.



The deviation would not interfere with the provision of regular service frequencies.
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In most cases, where route deviations are provided, they should be provided on all trips.
Routes Should be Symmetrical. Routes should operate along the same alignment in both
directions to make it easy for riders to know how to get back to where they came from. Whenever
feasible, routes should operate along the same alignment in both directions. Exceptions to this
can be made in cases where such operation is not possible due to one-way streets or turn
restrictions, or to provide geographic coverage where service resources are not sufficient to
provide service in both directions.
Routes Should Serve Well Defined Markets. To make service easy to understand and to
eliminate service duplication, service should be developed to serve clearly defined markets.
Ideally, major corridors should be served by only one route, and more service added to corridors
by increasing frequency rather than adding additional routes.
Services Should be Well Coordinated. When multiple routes operate through the same
corridor but to different destinations (for example, along Market Street), service should be
coordinated to maximize its utility and minimize redundancy. However, this must be balanced
against the need to preserve the ‘pulse’ system of operation at major stations (Downtown and
Forden).
Service Should be Consistent. People can easily remember repeating patterns but have
difficulty remembering irregular sequences. For this reason, routes should operate along
consistent alignments and at regular intervals (headways).
Service Design Should Maximize Service. Service design can significantly impact schedule
efficiency. Service should be designed to maximize in-service time and minimize out-of-service
time.

SERVICE IMPROVEMENT OPTIONS
Working closely with Wave Transit staff, the study team developed three alternatives for
improving Wave Transit’s bus network. As the improvement options were being developed, the
study team considered survey results, existing ridership patterns, population and employment,
unmet and emerging travel needs and input from stakeholders and members of the public.
Building on this data and working within the framework of the key corridor routes and design
principles, the study team created two options, or scenarios, for how the overall system could be
improved.
As part of developing the service improvement options, the study team did not consider service
costs or the number of available vehicles and instead, worked without constraints. Once drawn,
however, the team estimated the service hour and vehicle requirements associated with the
proposed changes, compared them with Wave’s available resources and scaled the network to
work within Wave’s current budget. A number of strategies were used to scale the proposal
including changing route lengths, adjusting service frequency, and considering the days and
hours of operation.
It is also worth noting that while the UNCW Seahawk Shuttles were evaluated on a route-by-route
basis as part of the existing service analysis, only general suggestions for service improvements
were made. The service redesign described in this chapter applies only to Wave local fixed routes
and does not direct include the Seahawk Shuttles or downtown Trolley routes.
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Wave Transit staff and the study team crafted two separate options for service improvement.
However, there were also a handful of proposed improvements incorporated included in both
options:
1.

A new College Road service (proposed as Route 107) that would operate between Forden
Station and Monkey Junction. This proposed new service was added to recognition of
overcrowding on Route 201 and the need to serve several important destinations along
College Road.

2. Carolina and Kure Beach was consistently identified as critical under-served market for
transit. Thus, the service is added to both scenario; however, this proposal assumes
additional funding and is not funded out of Wave’s existing budget. The Carolina Beach
route is proposed initially as a seasonal service and, if successful, could expand to yearround service.
The two options are:


Simplified Network (Scenario 1): The first option represents a series of more
dramatic changes that reconfigure the system into a simplified network of direct, bidirectional bus routes (see Figure 1). The bus routes would still operate to/from one of
Wave Transit’s three transfer locations (Forden Station, Downtown Station and
Independence Mall), but would eliminate nearly all of the one-way routes operating
through neighborhoods and on small streets. It also maintains service to Wilmington’s
core markets.
The advantage of this approach is that it would be easier to understand and would
provide faster and more direct service. The disadvantage, however, is that routes would
operate on fewer streets meaning some riders would have to walk further to/from the bus
stops and the system overall would serve a reduced area. For example, some areas
currently served—such as Wilshire Boulevard and the southern portion of Kerr Avenue –
would no longer be served.



Modified Network (Scenario 2): The second option offers a less dramatic system
change that seeks to balance a desire to simplify the system with the need to provide
sufficient coverage to Wilmington’s transit dependent riders (see Figure 2). Similar to
Simplified Network, the Modified Network serves each of the three transfer locations and
maintains service to Wilmington’s core markets.
Adopting this approach, the service improvement option proposes to straighten Wave’s
routes on the primary and most productive corridors (Market Street, Princess Place,
Carolina Beach Road) but retain some of the loop service that offers connections to the
communities north and east of Wilmington. The strengths of this alternative are that it
offers an incremental approach that balances the need to simplify the system without
dramatically reducing service coverage. The weakness of the approach, however, is that it
retains some of the complicated, one-way service that increases travel time for riders.
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Figure 12

Simplified Network (Scenario 1) Map
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Figure 13

Modified Network (Scenario 2) Map
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SERVICE IMPROVEMENT OPTION EVALUATION PROCESS
In addition to developing service options, the study team and Wave Transit staff were also tasked
with evaluating the options and determining which option, or combination of options, held the
most promise for Wilmington.
The evaluation process involved a series of iterative steps, rather than a highly structured
screening process. The iterative process considered input and comment from stakeholders and
members of the public together with costs, ridership and consistency with Wave's mission and
goals. Comments and input from members of the public and stakeholder feedback were among
the most important considerations.
Input from stakeholders and members of the public was critical to the evaluation process;
therefore, once the improvement options were fully documented, the study team held a series of
outreach activities. Outreach activities included one evening public meetings held on Tuesday
April 24, plus a handful of “drop-in sessions” held at Forden Station (see Figure 11). The meeting
and drop-in sessions, as well as the availability to review and comment on the improvement
options online at Wave’s website, were advertised with posters placed on all Wave vehicles and at
all the transit centers, email lists to stakeholders and the study’s contact list, postings to Wave’s
Facebook page, and advertisements in local newspapers. In the end, while only 4 individuals
participated in the public meetings; some 30-40 people spoke to study team members at the
drop-in sessions, and a number of comments were received by email. A full report of feedback
received on the proposed service scenarios is available in Appendix C.

Figure 14

Public Outreach on Proposed Service Scenarios
Tuesday, April
24, 2012

Wednesday, April
25, 2012

Drop In Sessions –
Forden Station

10:00 AM - noon

8:00 AM – 10:00
AM

Evening Public Meeting –
Forden Station

5:00 PM-7:00 PM

-

Ongoing - April/May 2012
Posters displayed and
comments collected during
impromptu sessions

Most people who participated in the outreach process appreciated being asked and nearly all had
constructive ideas for how Wave Transit could improve the bus service. Comments on the
proposed scenarios may be generally summarized as:


Despite reluctance and concern about change, many people were interested in and
supportive of proposed changes.



In general, people understood and were supportive of the proposals to straighten the bus
routes and make routes run out and back on the same road. Nearly every individual
interviewed supported the changes to Market and Princess Street.



People were less supportive of the changes included in the Simplified Scenario (Scenario
1) that included significant service reductions east of College Road. Several of the riders
who came to the public meeting and who stopped by the drop-in sessions said they would
personally lose service as a result of that change.



Support for the increased service to Monkey Junction and Carolina Beach.
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Several riders appreciated the benefits of keeping buses on the main roads, but were
skeptical about asking people to walk further to bus routes, especially considering the
high portion of riders who are older adults and persons with disabilities, the limited
pedestrian infrastructure in the community and the lack of passenger amenities (i.e. a
sheltered place to sit) at many stops.

In addition to considering comments from the public, Wave Transit staff also reviewed the
scenarios in greater detail and in consideration of agency operations. This review also provided
ideas for improvements and changes.

Impacts on Operating Costs and ADA Paratransit Service
Both service models were designed to have no net cost increases to Wave Transit’s fixed-route
operating costs. Consequently, this was not a key consideration in the evaluation process.
However, the study team also reviewed the impact of the proposed service improvement options
for their impact to Wave’s ADA service (DART). The current service area of ADA complementary
paratransit (within the ¾ mile radius of fixed-route service) is approximately 93 square miles
within New Hanover and Brunswick County.
Not considering the proposed Carolina Beach service, which is included in both scenarios, the
Simplified Scenario (Scenario 1) would slightly reduce Wave’s service area slightly as compared to
the Modified Network (Scenario 2). However, Scenario 2 reduces the service areas slightly as
compared to the existing network (especially in the area north and east of Wilmington) and thus
potentially could reduce ADA costs marginally. Despite these minor changes, Wave operates a
coordinated transit system that includes the administration and operation of several human
service and medical transportation programs. It is likely that any trips that may no longer be
available through ADA may be available through some of these additional programs, especially
the Elderly and Disabled Transportation Program (EDTAP) which is available countywide.

EVALUATION RESULTS
Ultimately, the Modified Network/Scenario 2 concept emerged as the preferred option. Riders
and members of the public generally preferred this option, largely because they perceived it to
offer greater coverage, but also because the option offered them faster, more direct travel.
While most parties preferred the Modified Network, they also suggested several changes to the
concept, and some elements of the final preferred alternative are drawn from the Simplified
Network scenario. These changes were incorporated into the final design (see next chapter) and
include:


Selecting more direct versions of some routes, including Route 101, 201, and 207, in
response to support for direct service .



Revising service in the Wilmington core area, particularly in the areas east of
Independence Boulevard, to respond to desire for service coverage in this area but to
balance that with opportunities to make service more direct and simple.



Revising service alignments in downtown Wilmington to provide coverage among
downtown streets in light of changes to Route 201 and other routes.



Renumbering two routes to comply with Wave Transit's existing route numbering
scheme.

The preferred alternative concept is described in more detail in the following chapter.
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8 PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
After presenting the service scenarios to the public in a series of public outreach events in
April/May of 2012, and gathering feedback from stakeholders, staff, and other sources, the
Modified Scenario alternative emerged as the preferred option with some changes.

DESCRIPTION OF PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE
The preferred alternative is designed with the following broad objectives:


Simplify the system so it is easier to understand and use



Preserve geographic coverage on most streets with existing service



Increase the directness of services wherever possible



Provide two-way service on as many streets as possible



Eliminate service redundancies

As previously mentioned, the preferred alternative is based on Scenario 2 (Modified Network),
the service design scenario that was most widely well received, primarily due to its continuation of
broad geographic coverage on most streets with existing service. However, several changes have
been made, particularly to reconfigure service within central Wilmington, and to increase
directness on several routes. Services in the preferred alternative are configured as follows (see
Figure 15):
Market Street and Princess Place: These corridors are two of the strongest corridors
for transit service in the region, and service on these two roads by making the route more
direct and operate out and back on the same road. Route 101 is realigned to provide more
service in the Northside neighborhood of downtown, which carries very high ridership;
service to the Creekwood housing area is provided on Princess Place Avenue only due to
low ridership in the inner loop (10-15 riders per day). Route 105 will provide direct
service along Market Street between Downtown Station, Forden Station, and UNCW.
Both of these routes will operate with 30 minute frequency during peak periods.
Central Wilmington: Central Wilmington, especially the areas east of downtown, the
16th/17th Street corridors and the Dry Pond neighborhood, was identified as one of Wave’s
core market. Service was improved to this area by making the routes more direct,
operating out and back on the same corridor where possible and keeping the buses on the
main roads as much as possible. This means passenger will have a fast and direct trip
between downtown and the New Hanover Medical Center, as well as between Dry Pond
and Greenfield Road and downtown.
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Figure 15

Preferred Alternative Service Design
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Monkey Junction: Service on Route 201 is straightened to operate in the same path in
both directions, primarily along Carolina Beach Road; service is extended slightly to serve
the commercial development on the southeast side of Carolina Beach Road/Piner Road.
Additionally, new Route 107 provides direct service between Forden Station and Monkey
Junction. Due to the relatively low density development along South College Road south
of Shipyard Avenue, it is anticipated that the route will run with relatively infrequent
stops along this portion of the route.
Northern New Hanover County: Route 207 will provide service to northern New
Hanover County using a more direct alignment between downtown Wilmington and Cape
Fear Community College North Campus. Service currently provided to Castle Hayne is
eliminated. This is partly due to low ridership, the desire to serve CFCC more directly,
and to allow enough time to serve the future VA Hospital, which is slated for completion
in early 2013 and must be served by mandate.
Brunswick County: Service to Brunswick County is provided by the Brunswick
Connector route, which will operate in the same alignment as it does today, except that it
will omit a loop of service on Old River Road that houses an NCDOT government building
that produces no observed ridership.

Hours and Days of Service
As part of the consideration of potential service changes, the study team evaluated the hours of
service of Wave Transit routes. Wave Transit’s current service hours are generally between 6:30
AM and 9:30 PM. However, there are a number of reasons to consider changing the hours of
service:


9:30 PM is relatively late for transit services to operate in a small city environment.



Given the need for service connections, many riders will have total one-way travel times
of close to (or upwards of) an hour on Wave services. A 6:30 AM start time means that a
rider traveling to work is unlikely to be able to make a 7:00 AM or 7:30 AM shift start
time.



Ridership is relatively high on the first trips of the day – and higher on than on the last
trips of the day on most routes. This indicates that there is demand for service earlier in
the morning than later in the evening.

It is recommended that service hours be modified to operate between 6:00 AM and 9:00 PM – a
shift of one half-hour earlier in the day. Since no service hours are being added, no cost increases
are anticipated as a result of this shift.
On weekdays, all routes would operate hourly except for Routes 101 and 105, which would operate
hourly during off-peak periods and every 30 minutes during peak periods. Saturday and Sunday
service would be provided on all routes except for Routes 204, 207, 107, and 108. Figure 16
summarizes the proposed routes.
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Figure 16

Summary of Proposed Routes
Route

Weekday Hours of
Service

Saturday Hours of
Service

Sunday Hours of
Service

101 Princess Place Drive

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM
(peak: every 30 mins,
6:00 AM – 6:00 PM)

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

103 Oleander East

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

104 Northeast

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

105 Market Street

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM
(peak: every 30 mins,
6:00 AM – 6:00 PM)

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

106 Shipyard Boulevard

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

107 College Road

8:00 AM – 5:00 PM

--

--

108 Loop

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

--

--

201 Carolina Beach Road

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

202 Oleander West

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

204 Brunswick Connector

6:00 AM – 6:00 PM

--

--

205 Long Leaf Park

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

207 North

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

--

--

209 Downtown-Med Ctr-Mall

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

6:00 AM – 9:00 PM

9:00 AM – 6:00 PM

PASSENGER FACILITIES IMPROVEMENTS
Wave Transit’s physical presence in the community was frequently cited as one of the system’s
strengths. This sentiment is based largely on the facility at Forden Station, but also the Wave
buses and the passenger information systems, including the schedules and website. This positive
rating was identified by several people, most of whom were stakeholders, however, rather than
bus riders.
Bus riders, on the other hand, identified the lack of adequate passenger amenities as one of the
key challenges associated with using the system. These challenges included not only the lack of
shelters and benches at key stops but also the lack of pedestrian infrastructure (i.e. crosswalks
and sidewalks) along transit routes. The SRTP addresses the need for improved passenger and
pedestrian facilities generally and their role in supporting transit service in Chapter 15.
As part of designing the preferred alternative, the Wave transit staff and the study team identified
one location (Monkey Junction) where a mini-transit facility is warranted as well as a series of
locations that need smaller but significant improvements. A mini-transit facility, or super stop, is
required at Monkey Junction because the existing stop at the location is difficult to find and reach
as a pedestrian and, despite these challenges, routes serving the stop are often at or above
capacity. The preferred network proposes to increase service to Monkey Junction and ideally, will
support this service improvement with a more accessible and prominent location to wait for the
bus. In addition, there are six other locations cited for improvements; these are places where
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additional riders are expected as a result of service improvements and/or because they locations
where more passengers are expected to transfer between routes.
Improvements at both Monkey Junction and the six key bus stops should include both passenger
amenities (adding shelters with lighting, making sure adequate signage if available, adding trash
cans, and bike parking) as well as pedestrian improvements (signalized crosswalks plus sidewalk
improvements).
1.

16th Street at Greenfield Street

2. Independence Boulevard at Shipyard Boulevard
3. Kerr Avenue at Market Street
4. Market Street at Darlington Avenue
5.

Carolina Beach Road at Shipyard Boulevard

6. 41st Street at Oleander Drive (alternative: Floral Parkway at Oleander Drive)

RIDERSHIP IMPACTS
The primary reason for adjusting the transit service is to improve service for existing riders and
increase ridership. Ridership can be increased by both attracting new riders to the system and
encouraging existing riders to use the system more often. The preferred scenario should
accomplish both and is estimated to increase ridership by approximately 16%. Increases in
ridership are expected due to:


Changes in travel times



Changes in frequency of service



Increased simplicity and directness of service



Service to new markets (e.g. Route 107)



Service reductions in unproductive or over-served areas (that are redirected to more
productive locations)

While efforts have been made to account for as many factors as possible, and care has been taken
to ensure that estimates adhere to accepted practices in ridership estimation, ridership
projections offer an order-of-magnitude estimate for anticipated ridership changes, rather than
exact forecasts. Moreover, it typically takes at least one year for the full impacts of service
improvements to result in ridership changes, since it takes riders time to adjust to service
changes, as well as time for potential new riders who would be attracted based on the
improvements to learn about and understand how services operate. A detailed methodology for
these estimates is available in Appendix D.
Because many of the routes were significantly reconfigured, and parts of multiple routes
combined to form new routes, new routes do not translate one-to-one with their existing service
counterparts. Therefore, ridership changes are described as a percentage of overall system
ridership.
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Figure 17

Ridership Estimates for Restructured Routes
Ridership
Route

Total Current

Weekday

Annual

3,671

1,060,115

101 Princess Place Drive

742

214,134

103 Oleander East

324

93,493

104 Northeast

188

54,180

105 Market Street

654

188,939

106 Shipyard Boulevard

203

58,695

107 College Road

101

29,282

108 Loop

114

31,274

201 Carolina Beach Road

428

123,668

202 Oleander West

605

174,578

204 Brunswick Connector

121

34,942

205 Long Leaf Park

399

115,097

207 North

175

50,636

209 Downtown-Med Ctr-Mall

204

58,884

Total Future

4,257

1,227,804

Percentage Change

16%

16%

Projected

Note: Weekend ridership – used in generating the annual ridership figure – is estimated based on the existing proportion of Saturday and Sunday
ridership to weekday ridership.

SERVICE EXPANSION PRIORITIES AND UNFUNDED NEEDS
The preferred alternative service design attempts to maximize the service coverage area and
provides a relatively similar coverage level as is available today. However, there were a number of
service needs discovered during the study that were not possible to fund given the limitation on
existing resources. As funding becomes available, the following projects are recommended as high
priority service expansions:


Service to Wilmington area beaches (if funding is not available for Carolina
Beach Route 301). Although service to Carolina and Kure Beach is included in the
preferred alternative, a funding source for this service has not yet been confirmed. This is
identified as Wave’s first priority as funding becomes available.



Increased service frequency. Most of Wave’s routes currently operate with hourly
headways; while adequate for some, it also means service is challenging for many riders.
Not only does it require riders to organize their days around the bus schedule, any
problem in service (i.e. vehicle malfunction, traffic delay, or missed connections) means
that riders may have nearly an hour wait to catch the next bus -- resulting in a more than
two-hour trip in one direction. To improve service network redundancy and attract more
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riders, most service should ideally be operated every 30 minutes or less. Service
frequency could be increased to every 30 minutes during peak periods first on major
routes: 201, 106, 108, 209. Additionally, Saturday frequency on Routes 101 and 105 could
be increased to every 30 minutes.


Increased service hours and weekend service. Many study participants noted the
need for service later in the evening on weekdays and more weekend service. Moreover,
analyses of ridership patterns revealed that ridership on most routes is fairly high on the
first trip of the day, indicating that service is likely needed earlier in the morning. Top
priorities in this area would include expanding Route 107 operating hours to provide a
level of service hours consistent with other routes in the Wave system (6:00 AM – 9:00
PM) and providing Saturday service on Routes 107 and 207.
As previously noted, there is currently a proposal to eliminate Sunday service on all
routes that currently operate on Sundays. This proposed change is not associated with the
Short Range Transit Plan efforts, but is a reflection of limited available financial
resources.



Direct service between downtown Wilmington and UNCW. Downtown Station
and UNCW are connected via Route 105, which provides consistent, frequent service, but
operates via Forden Station and so does not operate between downtown and UNCW
directly. There is likely demand for a direct connection of this type. One option would be
to replace Routes 202 and 108 with three more direct, bidirectional routes covering the
same service area.



Service West along Route 17 to Ogden and Jacksonville. The area west of
Wilmington, along US 17 and toward Ogden was consistently identified as an emerging
market for Wave Transit. Additional markets were also identified further west along the
corridor, including Hampstead and as far west as Holly Ridge and Jacksonville. Holly
Ridge and Jacksonville offer potential as commuter service due the high concentration of
jobs in the Jacksonville area, while connections to Hampstead may be a useful connection
point for Pender County services. The Wilmington to Jacksonville market is currently
served with vanpools; as the market matures it may offer potential as a longer distance
commute route.
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9 IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
OVERVIEW
Implementation of the SRTP is designed to be achievable over a five-year period, allowing ample
time for final service planning and scheduling and implementation, including adjustments and
refinements to the routes. The implementation plan also includes strategies in case Wave Transit
faces a service expansion or contraction and guidance on setting up an ongoing service evaluation
framework.
Implementation of the SRTP involves several steps that can be phased in over the next five years.
The initial focus is on implementing service changes while later projects focus on monitoring the
service changes and strengthening passenger amenities and the pedestrian environment. A broad
implementation timeframe is structured as:

Immediate Term Service Changes and Capital Planning (6 – 18 months):


Conduct final service planning for recommended route changes. This involves finalizing
alignments, timing routes, make sure draft schedules are accurate and identifying time
points for passenger schedules.



Conduct final public outreach and transition plan to ensure passengers know and
understand upcoming changes. The transition plan should include posting notices on all
stops that will no longer be served and providing directions to the next nearest stop.
Wave should also assemble “street teams” to guide and instruct passengers about the
change and put additional staff on hotlines to answer calls and questions. Wave may also
include also consider some marketing campaigns such as offering free fares during the
first week of service changes.



Update marketing and information materials to reflect service changes. Make sure they
are widely distributed.



Work with the City of Wilmington and the Wilmington MPO to identify grant funds to
support transit passenger improvements at Monkey Junction and the six locations
identified in the preferred alternative. Grant funds should be pursued aggressively as
capital planning has a longer lead time as compared with service planning, yet the
projects are integral to the success of the service improvements.

Medium Term Service Development Tasks (18 – 36 months):


Begin to implement passenger facility improvements as funding becomes available. These
projects should be a joint Wave Transit and City of Wilmington or New Hanover County
effort that involves not only creating and improving passenger waiting areas but also
strengthens the pedestrian network overall.
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Identify funding source for Carolina Beach/Kure Beach service. Carolina Beach service
may be funded through a competitive grant program (such as the Jobs Access and
Reverse Commute (JARC) program and/or state funding programs. Local match from
Carolina Beach will be required. Conversations and outreach with the community should
commence as soon as possible.



Set up an ongoing service evaluation and performance process. Wave Transit’s Board of
Directors, staff, stakeholders and members of the public will have a keen interest in the
success of the service changes. This information should be reported in a clear and concise
manner to help them manage and monitor the impact of the changes. As part of
communicating the proposed changes, however, staff should also educate all parties that
the full benefit of the changes will be realized over a period of time. That said, setting up
an ongoing evaluation process will help staff and the Board monitor improvements and
work towards potential future improvements.

Longer Term Service Planning/Service Development Tasks (3 – 5 years)


Implement passenger and pedestrian improvements to support service changes.



Monitor/evaluate changes adopted as part of SRTP. Assuming new service design is
successful and as passengers become accustomed to it, consider moving service network
closer to the Simplified Network model proposed as part of the SRTP. One of the
challenges, as identified by both stakeholders and riders, was that the Simplified Network
represented too far of a departure from the current system design.

SERVICE REDUCTION OPTIONS
Although Wave Transit is committed to deploying the maximum level of vehicle hours on the road
given its available funding, there is a possibility that funding for Wave services could be reduced
in the future. The preferred alternative service scenario allows some flexibility to reduce service
levels according to budgetary needs. Service reductions are always difficult and require
inconveniencing some riders, often at disproportionate levels. The following general options for
service reductions are suggested in the event that service levels (must be reduced by 10%, 20%,
and 35%. These changes are based primarily on the number of riders likely to be affected; changes
proposed as first measures are intended to adversely affect the smallest number of riders. The
cumulative changes listed under each scenario result in revenue service hour reductions of 1035% below the existing 64,362 annual revenue vehicle hours.

10% Service Reduction
Changes result in 57,810 annual revenue vehicle hours. Changes include:


Eliminate all Sunday service



Eliminate Saturday service on Routes 103 and 104



Interline Saturday Routes 202 and 205 to provide service every two hours on each route

20% Service Reduction
Changes result in 51,738 annual revenue vehicle hours. Changes include all of the reductions
listed above, plus:


Eliminate 30-minute peak period service on Route 101
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Eliminate Route 107



End weekday service on Route 104 at 6:00 PM

35% Service Reduction
Changes result in 41,049 annual revenue vehicle hours. Changes include all of the reductions
listed above, plus:


Eliminate 30-minute peak period service on Route 105



End weekday service on Routes 103, 106, and 108 at 6:00 PM



Operate Saturday service on all remaining routes between 9:00 AM and 6:00 PM



Eliminate Route 207

PERFORMANCE STANDARDS AND EVALUATION PROCESS
Wave Transit strives to provide quality transit service in a cost-effective manner that is consistent
and equitable. To do so, Wave must regularly make a number of competing decisions on where
demand is greatest, on which types of service would work best and be most appropriate, and
where limited resources can and should be used. In order to be able to make these decisions
effectively, it is important for the Wave Transit to have a consistent way to measure the
performance of services.
To this end, the following service performance evaluation methodology is recommended. These
performance measures and guidelines are intended to allow services to be evaluated on an
ongoing basis and to help guide service planning decisions. These service guidelines are primarily
intended to identify routes that are performing poorly, in order to facilitate decisions about how
to improve the services to perform better. However, they are also designed to provide flexibility to
respond to varied customer needs throughout the Wave service area.
These service performance measures have been used to develop the SRTP service change
recommendations and can also be used on an ongoing basis to evaluate, adjust, and improve
services as demand and conditions change. The measures can be applied to all Wave Transit
routes to evaluate their effectiveness; however, since planning for UNCW routes is conducted
jointly between UNCW and Wave Transit, aims other than productivity may guide service
planning for those routes.
Finally, it should be noted that adherence to these service guidelines is dependent upon resource
availability. In the event of constrained resources, Wave will meet these guidelines as closely as
possible and will work to achieve consistency as resources permit.
As described in Chapter 7, the primary performance measures for Wave Transit routes are the
following:





Passengers per Revenue Hour and per Revenue Mile. These indicators provide a
measure of service productivity – that is, how much ridership is being generated in relation to
the amount of service available. These indicators track closely to one another, and show the
extent to which Wave is getting the greatest ridership return on its resource investment.
Operating Cost per Passenger. This indicator measures cost effectiveness by assessing
total operating costs over consumption of service (total ridership).
Farebox Recovery Ratio. This indicator measures cost effectiveness and is the ratio of
fare revenue to total operating costs. A general rule of thumb for a small city transit
operation is to maintain a recovery rate of 10-15% (i.e. fares cover 10-15% of operating costs).
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These statistics can be compiled on an ongoing basis. It is recommended that these measures be
used as a tool to consider ongoing minor and moderate service changes. Routes that perform
particularly poorly can be screened to determine whether improvements can be made to increase
performance. All service changes considered should further Wave Transit’s mission and goals,
and support the service design guidelines described previously.
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10 WAVE TRANSIT FUNDING
OVERVIEW
Wave Transit, like transit agencies around the country, struggles to provide its services within the
budget of revenues it receives. These challenges have been exacerbated in recent years as the
national recession has strained government sources at all levels. Thus, while Wave’s costs have
increased at a relatively low rate as compared with other national rates of cost increase, such as
the Consumer Price Index (CPI), costs still outpace funding. This trend is also likely to continue
for several critical reasons.
1.

Transit costs are largely driven by wages, fuel and insurance. While Wave has worked
hard at keeping driver wages low, wages must be adjusted in line with cost of living
increases, at a minimum. Fuel costs have stabilized recently but generally are trending
upwards. Insurance costs rise steadily year-on-year and this trend shows no sign of
reversing.

2. Most analysts suggest federal budget pressures mean that level funding for transit (i.e. no
adjustments for annual cost increases) may represent the best case scenario at the federal
level. This is especially challenging for small urban transit agencies, who typically get as
much of 50% of their operating funds from transit. State and local funds are in a
similarly challenged are unlikely to increase dramatically in the short-term.
3. The State of North Carolina is considering changes to the structure of its medical
transportation services provided as part of Medicaid’s non-emergency medical
transportation (NEMT) program. A proposal that would move to a brokerage model for
these services, wherein a consolidated broker would assign eligible human service
transportation trips to contracted private providers. If these changes are enacted, it would
mean that Wave Transit would no longer operate NEMT services. Because Wave’s
demand response services are coordinated, the loss of NEMT trips would mean there are
fewer opportunities for shared rides and reduce the efficiency of the network overall,
leading to higher costs.
4. Due to population increases, the Wilmington metropolitan area was recently categorized
as an urbanized area. This designation will have a direct impact on the types of funding
programs available to the agency; while there may be some opportunities resulting from
this change, there are also likely additional constraints on the amount of federal money
available for transit operations. The impact of this change is not fully explored as part of
the SRTP and is only called out as an upcoming challenge.
Developing a sustainable financial plan to manage and grow Wave Transit is a critical part of the
agency mission. Wave Transit, as compared to many of its peers, has successfully diversified its
funding stream to include a strong partnership with UNCW as well as partnerships with human
service and medical agencies developed as part of its coordinated human service transportation
program. These partnerships have also helped Wave Transit operate successfully with less
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financial support from the local community. Future strategies will require that Wave continue to
strengthen some of its existing funding partners as well as further diversifying funding through
working with more partners.
The following chapter provides an overview of the currently available funding sources available
for public transit through federal and state programs. This text is largely descriptive and provides
an inventory of currently available resources.

FEDERAL FUNDING PROGRAMS
There are eight major federal programs managed by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA)
that are used to support urban and rural public transit 5. Some programs are dedicated to pay for
capital, operating or planning purposes, while other programs offer more flexibility. Programs
are also partially segregated into grants for urbanized areas (with populations of greater than
50,000) and rural areas (with populations of less than 50,000).
In general, federal programs will pay for up to 80% of capital costs and up to 50% of operating
and planning costs for rural systems. Most funding programs are formula-based, meaning the
funds are distributed according to the population of the region. Other grants, most notably the
Elderly and Disabled Transportation Program (Section 5310), Jobs Access Reverse Commute
(Section 5316), and New Freedom Funds (Section 5317) are awarded based on a competitive grant
process. The major programs are listed below and highlighted in Figure 18.














5

Metropolitan Planning Program (Section 5303). Funds transportation planning
activities in urbanized areas with populations greater than 50,000. Funds are awarded to
agency based on a federal formula and are assigned directly to metropolitan planning
organizations.
Urbanized Area Formula Program (Section 5307). Funds for urban transit systems to
be used for operating assistance, planning activities and major capital purchases. Funds are
awarded based on a federal formula and assigned to transit operators or designated public
body.
Capital Investment Grant Program (Section 5309). Funds capital projects, including
buses and bus related equipment and facilities. Funds are distributed based on a formula and
available to public entities in urbanized areas with populations greater than 50,000.
New Starts Program (Section 5309). Funds new fixed-guideway projects (e.g. light rail,
streetcar) and extensions to existing fixed-guideway systems. Funds are awarded based on a
competitive grant process that is administered nationally by the FTA.
Elderly and Disabled Transportation Program (Section 5310). Funds capital
projects to support transportation services for older adults and persons with disabilities.
Funds are awarded based on a competitive grant process that is managed by the State of
North Carolina. Funds may be distributed to both urban and rural areas.
Rural Transit Assistance Program (Section 5311). Funds capital, operating and
administrative expenses, including training and technical assistance costs. Program may also
be used to fun intercity bus service. Funds are distributed according to a formula to small
urban fixed route and community transportation services in areas with populations less than
50,000.
Job Access and Reverse Commute (JARC) Program (Section 5316). Funds new
transit service to assist low income individuals with transportation to jobs, job training and
other support services, such as child care. Funds are awarded based on a competitive grant

Does not include FTA Section 5309 New Starts Funds, which can be used to fund new or extensions to fixed guideway systems.
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process that is managed by the State of North Carolina. Funds may be distributed to both
urban and rural areas.
New Freedom Program (Section 5317). Funds new transportation services and public
transportation alternatives beyond those required by the Americans with Disability (ADA)
act. Funds are awarded statewide based on a competitive grant process and are available to
both rural and urban areas.

State Funding Programs
The State of North Carolina also provides funding for public transportation services. In most
cases, state funds are used to match federal programs and reduce the amount of money that needs
to be raised locally. Funds provided by the State of North Carolina to support public
transportation are primarily raised through a gas tax (98%); a small portion (2%) is also
generated through motor vehicle and rental car taxes. The major state funding programs are also
listed in Figure 18 and include:








State Maintenance Assistance Program (SMAP). Provides operating costs for urban,
small urban and regional transit systems. Allocations are based on a formula and are used to
off-set local matching requirements. To be eligible for SMAP funding, local governments
must use their own resources and contribute funds that are equal to or greater than the SMAP
allocation.
Rural Capital Program. The rural capital program provides state funds to match federal
programs to support the purchase of vehicles, communication equipment and related capital
equipment. With this program, local entities can raise up to 90% of funds for capital
purchases.
Human Service Transportation Management Program. Funds the administrative
costs associated with coordinated and consolidated human service transportation systems.
Funds are available for up to 85% of administrative costs.
Rural Operating Assistance Program (ROAP). Three programs that fund rural
transportation in North Carolina, including 100% of operating costs for transportation for
older adults and individuals with disabilities, 90% of service costs for community
transportation services and 100% of service costs for employment related services.

Fares
Wave Transit currently has an adult base cash fare of $1.50 for fixed-route services. This fare is
typical of current fares among transit agencies operating in small city environments like
Wilmington. As a rule of thumb, agencies of Wave Transit’s size and type aim for a 10-15%
farebox recovery ratio (the ratio of farebox revenues to operating costs). Wave Transit’s farebox
recovery ratio for fixed-route services has typically been between 13-16%.
Fare increases are never popular, and often adversely affect transit riders, especially those with
low incomes. To ensure that farebox revenues provide an adequate level of support for the system,
while avoiding placing undue burden on riders, Wave could consider using a farebox recovery
ratio floor as a trigger for consideration of a fare increase. For example, Wave could establish a
policy that if farebox recovery drops below 12%, a $0.25 fare increase is automatically considered,
unless service changes can be made to increase ridership and farebox recovery. This does not
preclude the possibility of raising fares at other times, but does establish a baseline for ensuring
that fares provide a consistent level of system support.
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Figure 18

Federal and State Transit Funding Programs in the State of North Carolina

Funding Program Name

Distribution
Method in North
Carolina

Description

Funding Level
Federal

State

Local

Federal Transit Funds
FTA Section 5303
Metropolitan Planning
Program

Funds transportation planning activities in urbanized areas with populations of
more than 50,000.

Formula and Grant

80%

10%

10%

FTA 5307 Urbanized Area
Formula Program

Funds for urban transit system operating assistance, planning activities and
major capital purchases.

Formula

50% Operating
80% Capital

10%

10%

FTA Section 5309
Bus and Bus Related
Equipment and Facilities

Capital assistance for new and replacement buses, bus maintenance and
administrative faculties, passenger facilities, park and ride stations, passenger
amenities and other ancillary equipment.

Formula

80%

10%

10%

FTA Section 5310
Elderly Persons and Persons
with Disabilities

Funds capital projects, primarily to purchase vehicles but also acquisition of
transportation services under contract lease or other arrangements. Program
administration is also eligible.

Competitive

50% Operating
80% Capital

10%

10%

FTA Section 5311
Non-Urbanized Area Formula
Grants

Funds to support public transportation in areas of less than 50,000 population.
Funds may be used for capital, operating, and administrative assistance to
state agencies, local public bodies, and nonprofit organizations, and operators
of public transportation services.

Formula

50% Operating
80% Capital

10% capital
5% for admin
Up to 50%
operating

Varies

FTA Section 5316 Job Access
and Reverse Commute

Funding to improve transportation options for individuals with low incomes to
access jobs and/or support reverse commutes

50% Operating
80% Capital

Varies

10%

FTA Section 5317
New Freedom

Funds new public transportation services and capital improvements for
programs and services for persons with disabilities that go beyond those
required by the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA).

Competitive

50% Operating
80% Capital

Varies

10%

Rural Technical Assistance
Program (RTAP)

Training and technical assistance for transit industry and staff

Formula

100%

None

None
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Funding Program Name

Distribution
Method in North
Carolina

Description

Funding Level
Federal

State

Local

State of North Carolina Transit Funds
Rural Capital Program

Funds for capital purchases, including vehicles, communication equipment,
technology and facility renovations.

Competitive

State Maintenance Assistance
Program (SMAP)

Funds operating costs for urban, small urban and regional transit systems.
Local funds must be equal or greater to SMAP funds.

Formula

Varies –
typically 2025%

Urban/Regional Bus and
Facility Program

State matching funds to recipients of FTA grants under Sections 5307, 5309
and 5313.

Formula

Varies –
typically 10%

Urban/Regional Technology

Funds advanced technology needs of public transportation systems. Provides
one-half of local match for areas using Section 5307.

Formula

Varies -typically
10%

Regional and Intercity
Program

Funds intercity bus service in underserved areas of North Carolina that
connect to the national intercity network.

Rural Operating Assistance
Program (ROAP)

Consists of three separate funding programs: 1) operation of transportation
services for older adults and persons with disabilities; 2) general public
service; 3) employment related services.

Rural Planning Program

Provides planning funds for community transportation plans, regional
transportation feasibility studies and special studies.

Up to 100% of costs, depending on
study type

Human Service Transportation
Management Program

Funds administrative costs of consolidated human service transportation
systems and systems operating in urbanized area counties where a
consolidated countywide transit system does not exist.

Up to 85% of eligible costs
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11 CAPITAL PLAN
OVERVIEW
As discussed, the preferred alternative service scenario was designed to work within Wave
Transit’s available vehicles, thus there are no net increase in overall vehicle requirements. The
SRTP does, however, recommend a series of improvements to the passenger and pedestrian
infrastructure that would require an additional $800,000 to $1.8 million investment. As outlined
in this chapter, these costs would support development of a mini-transit hub at Monkey Junction
and improvements at six bus stops that are expected to attract increase riders as a result of the
SRTP. Improvements to the pedestrian infrastructure should be projects that are jointly funded
through Wave Transit and the City of Wilmington and/or New Hanover County.
This chapter outlines a bus replacement program and provides an overview of the costs associated
with improving passenger and pedestrian infrastructure. It also includes a review of transit
vehicle fuel technologies as well as briefly reviews Wave’s other transit capital projects.

BUS REPLACEMENT PROGRAM
The preferred alternative service scenario requires no net increase in overall vehicle
requirements. As a result, it is recommended that Wave Transit continue a vehicle replacement
program that is similar to the one it uses today. That program is based on available local and
Federal funding for vehicle purchases, and is guided by Federal standards for vehicle life spans
and procurement processes.
Vehicle replacement needs are driven by a number of factors, but primarily by age, mileage,
vehicle type and the operating environment. The Federal Transit Administration (FTA) has
developed a set of replacement guidelines based on age. The FTA’s useful life guidelines for these
vehicles are shown in Figure 19. These guidelines do not mean that vehicles must be replaced at
these intervals, but are the ages at or beyond which FTA will generally fund replacement. Before
these timeframes, replacement funding is also possible, but requires special justification.
Conversely, vehicles may also be used beyond the minimum standard for vehicle life, in order to
conserve financial resources. However, this must be balanced against the typically increased
maintenance costs, and the increased risk of in-service breakdowns.
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Figure 19

FTA Guidelines for Vehicle Replacement
Vehicle Type

Useful Life

Large, Heavy-Duty Transit Bus
(Approximately 35'-40', and articulated buses)

12 years of service or 500,000 miles.

Medium, Heavy-Duty Transit Bus
(Approximately 30')

10 years or 350,000 miles.

Medium, Medium-Duty Transit Bus
(Approximately 30')

7 years or 200,000 miles.

Medium, Light-Duty Transit Bus
(Approximately 25- 35')

5 years or 150,000 miles.

Other light-duty vehicles such as small buses, regular and
specialized vans, and service vehicles

4 years or 100,000 miles

Wave Transit currently uses a fleet of vehicles for its fixed-route and demand-responsive services
as shown in Figure 20.

Figure 20

Wave Transit Vehicles

Model

Model Year

End of Life Year

# of Vehicles

Full-Length Buses (Local fixed routes)
Gillig Low floor

2003

2015

16

Gillig Low floor

2005

2017

2

Gillig Low floor

2007

2019

1

Gillig Low floor

2010

2022

2
Total: 21

Cutaway Buses (UNCW Seahawk Shuttles)
Goshen GCII**

2003

2008

5

Goshen GCII

2006

2011

3

Goshen GCII

2007

2012

2

Goshen GCII

2009

2014

7
Total: 17

Trolleys
Optima trolley AH-28

2004

2014

2

Optima trolley AH-28

2007

2017

1
Total: 3

Paratransit
Dodge MaxiVan 3500

2002

2007

1

Dodge MaxiVan 3500

2003

2008

2
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Ford E350

2006

2011

5

Ford E350

2008

2013

8

Ford E350

2009

2014

7

Ford E350

2010

2015

3
Total: 26

Note: Table does not include non-revenue vehicles.
*Inactive duty. **Includes two inactive duty vehicles.

Current peak-period vehicle deployment includes 15 fixed-route buses, 13 UNCW Seahawk
Shuttle cutaway buses, 2 Trolleys, and 24 paratransit vans.

Replacement Schedule
All of Wave Transit's revenue vehicles are below the maximum recommended mileage for transit
vehicles of their respective type. For example, the FTA standard for heavy-duty vehicles such as
those used for Wave’s local fixed route services is approximately 42,000 miles per year; Wave
Transit’s heavy-duty vehicles operate an average of 29,000 miles per year. For this reason, it may
be possible to stretch the lifespan of many of Wave Transit’s vehicles, if maintenance issues on the
vehicles are not unduly pervasive. However, many of Wave Transit’s vehicles – particularly
paratransit vehicles, which have a shorter lifespan – are now operating beyond their expected
useful life. A proposed vehicle replacement schedule reflecting the need to replace vehicles
balanced with the need to avoid major spikes in purchase costs is shown in Figure 21. This
replacement strategy prioritizes replacement of vehicles that are beyond their life span, and
pushes back the replacement of vehicles that are only just reaching their expected lifespan.

Figure 21
Year

Proposed Vehicle Replacement Schedule
Vehicles

Approximate Cost per Vehicle

3 x Dodge MaxiVan 3500*

$40,000

2013

13 x Ford E350

$40,000

$640,000

2014

8 x Goshen GCII

$100,000

$800,000

2015

8 x Gillig Low Floor**

$350,000

$2,800,000

2016

8 x Gillig Low Floor**

$350,000

$2,800,000

2 x Goshen GCII

$100,000

2 x Optima trolley AH-28

$330,000

8 x Ford E350

$40,000

2017

Total Cost

$1,180,000

Note: All costs in 2012 dollars – not adjusted for inflation.
*Assumes replacement with the current fleet-standard Ford E350 vehicles. **Assumes replacement with Diesel fuel vehicles.

PASSENGER INFRASTURCTURE IMPROVEMENTS
As discussed, the preferred alternative calls for improvements at seven locations in Wilmington.
These include development of a mini-transit hub (or super stop) Monkey Junction plus
implementing significant passenger and pedestrian improvements at six key bus stops. The order
of magnitude cost estimates for these improvements range from approximately $800,000 to $1.8
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million (not including planning) depending on the extent of the improvements implemented (see
Figure 22).
The most significant portion of the costs is associated with pedestrian improvements and the
installation of signalized crosswalks. While essential for transit, these costs should not be borne
by Wave Transit alone; however, if Wave Transit is willing to act as project manager for these
improvements, implementation may be faster.

Figure 22

Estimated Capital Costs for Transit Stop Improvements
Location

Proposed Improvement

Order of Magnitude
Costs

Monkey Junction

Add shelters with lighting, signage,
information board, trash can and bike
parking.
Up to two signalized pedestrian crossings
plus related roadway and accessibility
improvements

Low: $200,000
High: $450,000

Independence Boulevard at Shipyard
Boulevard
Kerr Avenue at Market Street
Market Street at Darlington Avenue
Carolina Beach Road at Shipyard
Boulevard
41st Street at Oleander Drive
(alternative: Floral Parkway at Oleander
Drive)

Add shelters with lighting, signage,
information board, trash can and bike
parking.
Includes one signalized pedestrian
crossings plus related roadway and
accessibility improvements

Low: $100,000
High: $225,000

OTHER PLANNED FACILITIES IMPROVEMENTS
Wave Transit is nearing completion of a new maintenance and operations facility, located at
Division Drive and Castle Hayne Road. Additionally, a planned Multi-Modal Transportation
Center is planned for downtown Wilmington. This facility would act as a transfer center for
regional coach bus services and potentially some Wave transit routes. The current proposed
location for the facility is in the north end of downtown Wilmington; funding for the facility has
not yet been secured.

TRANSIT VEHICLE FUEL TECHNOLOGIES
As Wave Transit replaces its revenue vehicle fleet according to the replacement schedule, Wave
can consider the use of alternative fuel types. Currently, with the exception of two hybrid Gillig
Low Floor vehicles purchased in 2010, all full-length buses use diesel fuel. All paratransit vehicles
use gasoline.
It is worthwhile to examine different fuel technologies and understand their potential for Wave
Transit. Alternatives to diesel fuel include:


Hybrid-Electric
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Compressed natural gas (CNG)



Liquefied natural gas (LNG)



Biodiesel



Fuel Cell

A critical drawback to developing alternative fuel fleets is the need to build expensive new
infrastructure including re-fueling stations, new pumps and training maintenance crews. A basic
small system CNG/LNG fueling depot can cost on the order of $2 million or more to install. In
addition, changing fuel technology sources may also result in retraining MVRTD’s maintenance
staff which may have significantly more complicated engine technology; this is especially true for
hybrid vehicles.

Hybrid-Electric
Hybrid vehicles are powered by batteries which in turn are charged by an internal combustion
engine. The engines can run on a variety of fossil fuels. At this time diesel hybrids are the most
popular due to the ability of the transit agencies to retain their existing fueling infrastructure.
Hybrids are more energy efficient than standard fossil fuel engines. While there is a strong
incentive for transit agencies to incorporate hybrid-electric technology in order to improve air
quality and meet EPA emissions standards, especially nitrogen oxides (NOx) and particulates
(PM), the vehicle cost of hybrid-electric technology is much higher – potentially almost double
the cost of the comparative conventional diesel model.

Compressed Natural Gas (CNG) and Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG)
CNG is the most used fuel source in the transit industry after diesel fuel. CNG buses emit over
90% less particulate mass than diesel. CNG buses cost about $25,000 to $100,000 more than
diesel buses, but the fuel is often less expensive. According to an APTA survey of transit agencies,
CNG accounts for approximately 10% of transit buses in the United States although it makes up
over 20% of new bus orders. LNG accounts for only 2% of buses. Washington Metro and Los
Angeles MTA operate two of the largest CNG fleets in North America. MTA alone has over 1,500
CNG buses in operation. LNG contains almost no sulfur, so the fuel has lower emissions of air
containments than most fossil fuels. Dallas and Orange County are among the agencies with large
LNG bus fleets.
The national experience with CNG has been uneven. Full-length CNG transit vehicles require the
installation of specialized (and very costly) fueling stations. For this reason, the investment in a
CNG fleet must be “all or nothing” – a substantial investment in the technology must be made to
make it worthwhile. Moreover, vehicles may require refueling more frequently than is feasible,
especially on longer-distance routes. While most of Wave Transit’s routes are relatively short,
CNG could constrain the possibility of operating longer distance (commuter) routes in the future.

Biodiesel
Biodiesel is a fuel that is made from natural ingredients, such as seed crops. It contains no
petroleum and it is biodegradable with virtually no sulfur. It has lower emissions than petroleum
diesel. One of the most attractive features of biodiesel for operators is that it can be used in
standard diesel engines with little or no modifications. However, the environmental benefits of
using biodiesel are questioned by some, undermining some of the attractiveness of the fuel
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source. In addition, some communities, including Chittenden County Transit Authority (CCTA)
in Burlington, Vermont, have encountered problems with mold accumulating in storage tanks.

Fuel Cell
A fuel cell converts chemical energy directly into electricity by combining oxygen from the air with
hydrogen gas. Fuel cells do not need recharging and continue to produce electricity as long as
hydrogen is refilled. Fuel cell engines are cleaner than fossil fuel engines; in fact, fuel cells emit
only water vapor. The hydrogen used as fuel can be produced by renewable energy sources as well
as standard fuels such as gasoline, ethanol and natural gas.
Benefits of fuel cell technology include:


Near zero-smog forming emissions



Increased fuel efficiency



Quiet ride

Although there are number of pilot programs throughout the United States (such as AC Transit),
fuel cell technology still has not proven to be a reliable power source for transit buses. One of the
key problems with fuel cells is that it requires operators to invest in new infrastructure such as
hydrogen fueling stations. Furthermore, fuel cell buses are much more expensive than diesel and
CNG buses (as much as $300,000 more per bus).
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12 AGENCY MANAGEMENT AND
ORGANIZATION
While this study’s primary focus is on service design, agency administration of services is a factor
that can contribute to the viability and success of a system. In 2008, Wave Transit undertook a
study to consider the most effective management strategy for the organization (led by TJR
Advisors). The study considered a number of different operating, contracting and staffing models.
One of the key findings of the study was that Wave Transit’s then-current contractor, PTM, was
not performing adequately. Based on the study, Wave Transit implemented a number of
management changes, including switching to contracting with First Transit for the portion of
contracted operations.
Wave’s organizational structure is now as follows:


Agency management includes one Executive Director, one Director of Finance and
Administration, one Director of Planning and Development, and one Director of
Operations. It also includes the following key staff managers:
−

In-house: Board and Customer Service Clerk, one Paratransit Manager, and Safety
and Training Manager, and one Facilities Maintenance Manager.

−

Contracted: One Vehicle Maintenance Manager and one Fixed-Route Operations
Manager



Fixed-route operations are contracted to First Transit, including drivers, maintenance
staff, and the two aforementioned managers. All other staff are public employees of Wave
Transit.



The agency is guided by a Board of Directors, which consists of 11 members including five
representatives appointed by the Wilmington City Council, five members appointed by
the New Hanover County Commissioners, and one human service provider member
appointed jointly by both agencies. The Board of Directors meets monthly to review
service quality, address service issues, oversee the agency budget, and guide system
operation and development.



The agency is advised by a Planning Committee comprised of riders, officials, and other
stakeholders that meets monthly to discuss service issues and quality and guide
development of new services.

Figure 23 provides an organizational chart for Wave Transit.
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Figure 23

Wave Transit Organizational Chart
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Transit Organizational Models
In general, transit services can be operated “in-house” (managed, operated and staffed by a public
agency) or with some part of their operations (management team, operations and/or staff)
contracted to a private company. However, in reality the operation of many if not most US transit
services lies somewhere spectrum between these two options: many transit agencies operate with
some level of in-house staff and some contracted staff. Wave Transit’s current structure is an
example of operating on a point along this spectrum, since fixed-route operations are provided by
a private contractor (First Transit) while most other aspects of Wave Transit’s staffing is provided
in-house, including agency management and all aspects of paratransit service delivery.
Wave Transit is compelled to handle fixed-route staffing by contract due to a provision in North
Carolina law prohibiting public government agencies from entering into collective bargaining
agreements; since fixed-route operators and maintenance staff are represented by a union, they
cannot therefore be public employees of Wave. Paratransit staff are not similarly represented by a
union and can therefore be employed in-house.

Types of Transit Organizational Structures
The general functional difference between in-house versus contracted management structures
arises from the differences in profit structure (or lack thereof in the case of in-house operation).
Contractors are in business to make a profit, and this is achieved by keeping costs low.
Contractors are selected by agencies because they are able to provide the same or similar quality
services at a price that is lower than could be operated by the agency in-house. On the other
hand, while in-house operations can be more expensive to operate, some transit agencies feel they
are often able to exert more control and ensure a higher level of quality overall as compared with
contracted service. Some transit agency professionals also argue that in-house operations can
offer more flexibility to address service quality issues as they arise. The flexibility primarily relates
to having staff part of the same organization, thus problems with particular drivers or with
systemic service quality issues can be addressed immediately. Conversely, while it is possible for
an in-house manager carefully overseeing a contracted driver/maintenance staff to ensure that
service quality is high, if service quality problems arise, the issues must be systematically
documented and penalties assessed according to contract terms. This can be time-consuming
and, in the case of a dysfunctional contract, may not be easily resolved. This was the case with
PTM’s performance challenges, which centered largely on administrative failings, and eventually
resulted in the dispensation of the contract.
Some of the potential transit organizational models, and their potential benefits and tradeoffs,
include:


In-house transit management. In this model, transit management staff are public
employees. The advantage of this model is that the agency may have more control and
accountability from an in-house employee than from a contracted manager, and in-house
employees have more ability and incentive to get involved in the regional planning
framework for transit services, which can be a crucial factor in system development. They
may also be more focused on quality of service than on reducing costs.



Contracted agency management. In this model, transit agency management staff are
provided by a private contractor. An advantage of this is that recruitment is handled by
the contractor, and that the management employees provided are often able to impart a
breadth of experience from operations in other locations, as well as have access to a
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regional manager to help resolve service issues. Pension responsibilities are typically
lower under this model.


In-house transit operations staffing. In this model, vehicle operators, dispatchers,
schedulers, maintenance, and other staff are public employees. This allows the agency
more control to directly address any human resource issues, rather than having to
address them through the contractor. It also allows a comprehensive staff training and
management program to be administered with direct involvement from the agency.



Contracted transit operations staffing. In this model, vehicle operators,
dispatchers, schedulers, maintenance, and other staff are provided by a private
contractor. Typically, these staff are overseen by one or two in-house management staff,
which is intended to ensure that quality remains high. Contracted staff are typically paid
less and receive fewer benefits, especially as compared with traditional public employee
benefits such as pensions.

Numerous combinations and variations on these strategies are possible. Division directors, such
as the operations division manager, may fall into either category; for example, if management is
conducted in-house and operations are contracted, the operations division manager may be either
in-house or contracted.

Changing Organizational Models
In general, there are two reasons to consider changing the existing organizational model of a
transit agency:
1.

A substantial cost savings could be realized by changing the structure; or,

2. There is a perception that staff are not performing well under the current structure, and a
belief that a different organizational structure could offer a remedy.
Unless one of these two conditions is present, there is little reason to consider switching
organizational types, as these changes impact almost every aspect of operation and unnecessarily
risks the unintended consequence of a lower level of service quality.

Wave Transit Organizational Challenges
As previously mentioned, although this study was not focused on management structure, a
number of comments were received from the public and stakeholders indicating the following
relevant conditions at Wave Transit:


There is a perception that driver staff are often discourteous or have other issues in
conducting their work.



Vehicle maintenance is a significant challenge and there are many service delays as a
result.



Staff turnover among paratransit drivers is high as wages are low (less than $10/hour)

These issues have not been quantified to determine whether they are anecdotal or systemic and
they may warrant an examination of whether an alternative management structure would benefit.
In particular, it appears that contracted driver staff have not been performing well. Indeed, the
study team noted that the number of comments regarding driver service quality was high, and
many riders interviewed and surveyed noted emphatically that this was a major issue. It is also
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worth noting, however, that such comments about driver behavior are common among transit
agencies.
One method of addressing this issue that would require relatively low levels of structural overhaul
would be to use the contract to encourage operation at a higher level of quality. To do this, the
fixed-route contract would be modified to include stronger incentives for superior performance
and stronger penalties for substandard performance, as well as a system for monitoring
performance and a plan for contract enforcement that limits Wave Transit’s administrative
burden. For example, one performance standard could be that be no more than a certain number
of recurring maintenance issues per vehicle per year. If the standard is met, no penalty is
incurred; if the standard is well exceeded, a financial bonus may be included. As another example,
if driver complaints are an issue, the contract may offer an incentive for reducing complaints
below a certain level per driver operating hour. A lack of incentives in the operating contract may
result in higher than normal costs and lower service quality. As noted in the 2008 organizational
study:

“In reviewing both the labor and management agreements, it does not appear that the

management contractor has incentive to negotiate a tight labor agreement or to stay
within an operating budget. While there are performance standards under the PTM
contract, it is uncertain how they are devised to ensure that the Authority gets the best
“deal” with the union and that the day-to-day operations are appropriately economical. It is
beyond the scope of this study to determine if PTM personnel are in fact less than frugal.”
While PTM is no longer the contractor, this issue may persist if the contract does not feature
strong incentives and penalties to encourage and ensure quality performance from the contractor.
Without strong incentives and penalties, the standards specified in the contract may not be
followed and this may result in the transit agency micro-managing the operating contractor’s
performance, with or without success.
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13 STRATEGIES TO STRENGTHEN
TRANSIT
As discussed, provide safe and comfortable places for people to wait for the bus and ensuring safe
and comfortable paths for people to get to and from the bus network are essential parts of
designing and developing an effective transit system. Indeed providing more and more
comfortable passenger waiting areas was one of the most consistently citied improvements
recommended by passengers. Likewise, passengers also passionately recounted their difficulties
crossing the street and walking along busy streets with no sidewalks and identified these as
among the most critical challenges facing regular bus riders.
Therefore, as part of the SRTP, Wave Transit staff and the study team and Wave Transit staff
worked together on several other aspects associated with public transportation in the City of
Wilmington and New Hanover County. These considerations span a variety of topic areas that
contribute to strengthening the role of public transportation services in the community.

BUS STOP LOCATIONS AND AMENITIES
Waiting for the bus is a significant part of nearly every bus riders transit experience, and if bus
stops provide a comfortable waiting environment, people traveling to and from that area will be
more likely to use transit. Conversely, if bus stops do not provide a comfortable environment,
people will be less likely to use transit. Not surprisingly, research shows that, “the quality of the
customer experience while waiting for transit vehicles is a crucial determinant of both overall
satisfaction and general community attitudes towards transit,” and that “the cost of better
amenities is often more than offset by increased ridership. 6
A study conducted for the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit Authority 7 presented a number of
guiding principles for bus stop design that provide a starting point for improvements in the
Wilmington area:


Waiting for the bus should be a comfortable, safe experience.



Bus stops must be easily identified.



Waiting for the bus should be a predictable experience.



Waiting for the bus should be a convenient part of everyday life.



Amenities should be provided at stops serving the greatest number of potential riders.

6

“The Role of Transit Amenities and Vehicle Characteristics in Building Transit Ridership: Amenities for Transit Handbook,”
Transportation Research Board, 1999.
7 “Transit Waiting Environment, An Ideabook for Making Better Bus Stops,” prepared for the Greater Cleveland Regional Transit
Authority by The Urban Design Center of Northeast Ohio, June 2004.
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Based on these guiding principles, a set of more specific design principles could be as follows:


Stops should be located in a comfortable and safe location.



Bus stops should be visible and easily identifiable.



Bus stops should provide information that informs riders where buses serving the stop go
and at what times.



Bus stops should have good pedestrian links to the area that it serves.



Bus stops should be well integrated with their surroundings.



Stops should provide basic amenities to make the wait comfortable.

Bus Stop Spacing
Transit stops are the access and egress points for transit services and should be conveniently
located. However, transit stops are also the major reason that transit service is slower than
automobile trips. Since most riders want service that balances convenience and speed, the
number and location of stops is a key component of determining that balance.
Determining the most effective spacing between stops depends on the context of the route. On
routes such as 207 Castle Hayne and 204 Brunswick Connector, bus stops should be placed
sparsely, since development density is relatively low. On routes serving more densely developed
areas, stops may be more closely spaced. However, it is important that stops are not so closely
spaced that service is slowed. As a rule of thumb, bus riders will walk between ¼ and ½ mile to
access bus service.
Among Wave’s non-UNCW local routes, bus stops are spaced at an average of every 2,200 feet, or
almost 4/10 of a mile apart. However, not counting the Castle Hayne and Brunswick Connector
routes, which operate with limited stops in low-density environments, stops are spaced every
1,740 feet, or one stop approximately every 1/3 mile. Stops are more closely spaced in areas of
denser development, and spaced further apart in lower density areas.
During the stakeholder and public outreach process, the study team received a substantial
number of comments emphasizing the need to provide stops that are relatively closely spaced in
order to reduce walking distances, particularly for older adults and persons with disabilities. The
challenging walking environment and lack of pedestrian facilities was specifically noted by a
number of comments. Moreover, on the rider and non-rider survey, 69% of respondents indicated
that they would prefer to have shorter walks to the bus stop, but slower service, as opposed to
only 31% who preferred longer walks but faster service.
Wave’s current stop spacing appropriately balances the need to reduce walking distances for
riders with the need to provide expedient service that can operate within 60-minute headways.
For this reason, current stop spacing should be maintained; the number of stops should not be
significantly increased or decreased.

Bus Stop Amenities
Wave Transit strives to provide its riders with a comfortable waiting experience at all of its stops.
For a number of reasons—particularly cost—it is not practical to provide all amenities at all stops.
Typically, more extensive amenities are provided at the busiest locations (for example, Forden
Station) and only basic amenities (such as bus stop signs) are provided at very low volume stops.
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Rather than determine which amenities should be provided at which stop on a stop-by-stop basis,
a more systematic approach would be to develop a hierarchy of stops based on ridership volume.
The level of amenities to be provided can then be based upon that hierarchy. As an example, the
Greater Cleveland RTA classified all of its stops into one of five classifications, and then specified
the features that should be provided for each type of stop. Basic stops that serve relatively few
riders would consist simply of a bus stop sign with bus route information, and if possible, a paved
waiting area pad, lighting, and a trash receptacle. At the other end of the spectrum, major regional
portals would be uniquely designed, and would include a full range of amenities including local
area information and real-time passenger information.
To structure its bus stop enhancement program, Wave can designate each of its bus stops as one
of the following:


Local stop. These include low-ridership stops that play a relatively limited role within
the overall system and route structure.



Major stop. These include medium- and high-ridership stops that play a more
important role within the system and/or serve multiple routes.



Super stop. These include stops that play an important role within the system because
they are a primary location of transfers between two or more routes. One example is 17th
Street at Greenfield Street, where several proposed routes meet, including Routes 205,
209, and 108.



Regional station. These are high-ridership stops that play a major role within the
system, and include Forden Station, Downtown Station, Independence Mall Station, and
UNCW Station.

Amenities would be provided, at minimum, according to the structure shown in Figure 24.
Minimum standards for bus stops according to a bus stop hierarchy is a common strategy among
US transit agencies. Bus stop amenities programs in other US transit agencies are described in
Appendix B.
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Figure 24

Bus Stop Hierarchy and Amenities
Local
Stops

Major
Stops

Super Stops

Regional
Stations

Avg. Weekday Boardings

<20

21-50

Varies

50+

# Locations in Metro Area

~370

30

~5

4

Wave Bus Stop Sign

√

√

√

√

Lighting

?

√

√

√

Sign with Route ID/ Map

√

√

√

Paved/Accessible Area

√

√

√

Seating

√

√

√

Trash Can

√

√

√

Current transit system map

√

√

Current schedule information

√

√

Bike rack

√

√

Real-time schedule info

√

√

Local area information/maps

√

√

Unique design elements

√

√

Landscaping

√

√

Public art

√

√

Enclosed waiting area

√

Restrooms

√

Passenger drop-off area

√

Adopt-a-Shelter Program
Typically, bus stops and shelters are not very expensive to purchase or install. Instead, the
challenges are associated with maintaining the amenities. Basic bus stops are relatively low cost.
However, if the stop is also equipped with a schedule or service information, this information
must be maintained and updated as schedules change. The same is true for shelters; while capital
costs are more expensive than bus stops signage, shelters need to be maintained so that they are
pleasant, safe waiting areas. Maintenance includes cleaning, emptying trash, graffiti removal and
ensuring all posted information is accurate and up-to-date.
To reduce the costs of implementing such a service, Wave could develop an Adopt-a-Shelter
program, wherein local businesses and community groups agree to take on responsibility for a
specific stop (usually nearby to the business/community group’s location), including trash
collection, and reporting unsafe or unsightly conditions at the stop. These programs offset the
cost of maintaining bus stops by the agency, and increase the likelihood that bus stop issues will
remain unresolved. They also have the added benefit of strengthening community relations and
building participation in the transit system among local groups.
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PEDESTRIAN AND BICYCLE INFRASTRUCTURE
As previously discussed, pedestrian conditions within the Wilmington region are a substantial
impediment to encouraging use of transit services. In particular, arterial roadways present a
special challenge, as many lack safe crossings for pedestrians. For transit to succeed, its operating
environment needs to support safe, expeditious crossings for walkers, wheelchair users, and
bicyclists. The following section describes some of the components that transit services need in
order to be successful.

Pedestrian Orientation
Pedestrians who can walk to different land uses in under ten minutes are more likely to utilize
those sites, including retail establishments, parks, and community facilities. Placing daily goods
and services, as well as recreational destinations, within walking distance of residences increases
the incentive to use alternative modes, supporting transit use for commuting and other regional
travel. The following recommendations outline the key design factors which encourage
pedestrian travel:


Locate active uses which generate a higher number of daily trips on the first two floors.
These should include retail and open space located in the first 15-20 feet of building
height. Land uses which generate fewer trips should occupy higher floors (see Figure 25).



Bring sidewalks up to the building line and prohibit parking from being located between
the sidewalk and the building.



Curb cuts are extensions of sidewalks. Design sidewalk-driveway interfaces to be
identical to sidewalks (e.g. the sidewalk material and level should continue across the
driveway). This alerts both pedestrians and drivers that they are traveling on a portion of
the sidewalk.



Install bollards, trees, and other street furniture to protect pedestrians and buildings
from errant drivers.



Sidewalks should be at least five feet wide at all points.



Install curb extensions (wider sidewalks) at all corners with on-street parking.



Install pedestrian signals at all traffic signals.



Actuate pedestrian phase at all times with each traffic phase (i.e. no pedestrian walk
request button).



Include Leading Pedestrian Intervals at all signals, thus allowing pedestrians to start
ahead of traffic.
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Figure 25

Active Uses on Ground Floor; Less Active Uses Above

Access and Connections
For transit to be successful, pedestrians must be able to easily access the service and easily walk
when they get off the bus or train. The following elements should be included in transitsupportive roadway design:


Reduce vehicular roadway lane widths to no more than 11 feet per lane and never require
pedestrians to cross more than three lanes without a protected refuge.



Rededicate any reclaimed roadway space to provide or widen sidewalks, crosswalks,
paths, and bike lanes.



Reduce the number of conflict points between motorized and non-motorized modes.
Where conflict points are unavoidable, ensure non-motorized modes have clearly
delineated pathways and drivers are aware of their responsibility to share the road.



Increase road and path connectivity, with non-motorized shortcuts, such as paths
between cul-de-sac heads and mid-block pedestrian links.



Adhere to and exceed the requirements of the Americans with Disabilities Act.



Include street furniture (e.g. benches) and design features (e.g. human-scale street lights)
without blocking traveler’s “desire lines” (paths which travelers use, whether designated
or not).



Guide motorized modes to operate at appropriate speeds and along appropriate routes for
each location the community character.



Provide bicycle parking and amenities (lockers, showers, access routes) to connect with
all transit facilities.



Determine parking standards as one component of overall multimodal accessibility
options, not as the only mechanism to access a site.
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Mixed Land Uses
Traditional, or Euclidean, zoning separates land uses, sets density thresholds and minimum lot
sizes, and usually contains explicit regulations such as bulk and height controls and minimum
parking requirements. To support transit, however, traditional zoning is often turned on its head
(e.g. uses are intermixed, not excluded, and parking caps, rather than parking floors, are
sometimes set).
To support transit, especially around high capacity stations, a municipality can create a special
zone or change existing classifications. More common than either rezoning or new designations,
however, is the creation of an overlay zone. As its name implies, an overlay zone is placed on the
zoning map over a base zone. The overlay modifies, eliminates, or adds regulations to the base
zone. Overlays provide for effective land-use control without increasing the complexity of the
regulations.
Besides identifying and discouraging land uses that encourage non-transit trips, like automobile
repair shops, transit supportive zones often specify activities that are permitted as-of-right. The
uses included in a transit supportive community should generate trips throughout the day. This
strategy takes advantage of unused transit supply in off-peak hours and results in routes that are
more productive than in areas with traditional rush-hour peaks. The following list presents a
sample of land uses appropriate for inclusion in a transit supportive district:


Mid- to high- density residential



Private offices/professional businesses



Community facilities



Retail stores



Government offices



Schools (especially higher education)



Child-care centers



Banks



Public space



Entertainment complexes
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APPENDIX A
Rider Survey
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For surveyor use only
Loc __________

Please help WAVE Transit improve service by telling us about the ONE-WAY trip you are making now.
If you have already filled out a survey, please do not fill out another.
Please return this completed form to the surveyor or drop it in the yellow envelope at the back door.

RIDER SURVEY
STARTING POINT
1.

2.

ENDING POINT

Where did you begin your trip?
☐ Home
☐ Shopping/store
☐ School/college
☐ Childcare

4.
☐
☐
☐
☐

Work
Recreation/social
Medical appointment
Other

List the nearest intersection to where you started:

5.

_______________________________________________________
(for example: Independence and Oleander)
3.

How did you get from the place you listed above to the bus stop
where you got on the bus?
☐ Walked
☐ Biked
☐ Someone dropped me off
☐ Used mobility aid/wheelchair
☐ Drove
☐ Carpooled
☐ Other: __________________

7.

What route are you currently riding? (e.g. Route 102)

Where are you going?
☐ Home
☐ Shopping/store
☐ School/college
☐ Childcare

☐
☐
☐
☐

Work
Recreation/social
Medical appointment
Other

List the nearest intersection to your destination:
_____________________________________________________
(for example: Independence and Oleander)

6.

How will you get from the bus stop to the place you listed above?
☐ Walk
☐ Bike
☐ Get picked up
☐ Use mobility aid/wheelchair
☐ Drive
☐ Carpool
☐ Other: __________________

Route #_________________________
8.

9.

How often do you ride WAVE?
☐ 5 or more days a week
☐ Less than once a month

☐ 2–4 days a week
☐ Only when I visit the area

How long have you been riding WAVE?
☐ Less than 1 year
☐ 1–2 years

10. Do you have access to an automobile?
☐ Yes, always
☐ Yes, sometimes
11. What is your age?
☐ 15 or under

☐ 16–24

☐ 25–34

☐ About 1 day a week

☐ 1–3 days a month

☐ 2–5 years

☐ 5 years or more

☐ No
☐ 35–44

☐ 45–54

☐ 55–64

☐ 65 or over

For each row, decide whether you prefer the choice on the LEFT or the RIGHT and mark the appropriate box:
12.

Provide routes to more areas, but buses would come less
frequently

13.

Increase service frequency, but operate service for fewer hours
during the day

14.

Provide more weekend service


☐ or ☐

Provide more weekday service

15.

Provide more evening service


☐ or ☐

Provide more weekend service

16.

Provide frequent stops to make walks to the stop shorter, but
service will be slower

17.

Operate less frequently, but provide a direct route (one-seat
ride)

18.

Bus routes that follow the same streets on all trips in both
directions (outbound and inbound)

☐ or ☐

☐ or ☐


☐ or ☐

☐ or ☐

Provide routes to fewer areas, but buses would come more
frequently
Decrease service frequency, but operate for a longer time
during the day (end later and/or start earlier)

Reduce the number of stops to make service faster, but walks
to the stop will be longer
Operate more frequently, but some riders must transfer


Bus routes that follow a large one-way loop in only one
☐ or ☐
direction but reach more destinations

Do you have any other comments? Please let us know on the back of this sheet.

Thank you for taking the time to complete this survey.
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APPENDIX B

Transit Amenity Standards at Other Transit
Systems
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Figure 26

Transit Amenity Standards at Other Systems

System

Criteria/Item

Cleveland
Basic Stops (Type 1)

Sign with route ID
Paved waiting pad (where possible)
Lighting (where possible)
Trash can

Stops in Moderate Density Areas (Type 2)

All of the above, plus:
Bench
Landscaping
Bike rack

Stops in High Density Areas (Type 3)

All of the above, plus:
Shelter with additional seating
Schedule information

Community Destination Stops (Type 4)

All of the above, plus:
Real-time schedule info
Public art
Transit system map
Local area info

Regional Portals (Type 5)

All of the above, plus:
Unique Design Elements

Eugene, OR (Lane Transit District)
Residential
< 9 Dwelling Units per Acre/25 to 49 boardings/day

Bench, lighting

> 9 Dwelling Units per Acre/25 to 49 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting

50 to 99 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting

100 to 199 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting, bus turnout

200 or more boardings/day

Shelter, lighting, bus turnout, on-site circulation

Office Developments
50 to 199 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting

200 or more boardings/day

Shelter, lighting, bus turnout

Retail/Industrial/Institutional/Public Facilities
100 to 249 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting

250 to 499 boardings/day

Shelter, lighting, bus turnout

500 or more boardings/day

Shelter, lighting, bus turnout, on-site circulation
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System

Criteria/Item

Delaware (Delaware DOT)
All Stops

Paved waiting area

High Density Areas (>3000 persons/square mile
20-39 boardings per day

Bench, trash receptacle

40 or more boardings per day

Shelter, trash receptacle

Medium Density Areas (900-3000 persons/square mile)
10-19 boardings per day

Bench, trash receptacle

20 or more boardings per day

Shelter, trash receptacle

Low Density Areas (<900 persons/square mile)
5-9 boardings per day

Bench, trash receptacle

10 or more boardings per day

Shelter, trash receptacle

All types of stops
Where feasible/practical

Pay phones and newspaper boxes

Santa Monica, CA (Big Blue Bus)
Lower Volume Bus Stop Information System:

Printed eye-level schedules and maps
Line number and AVR information (location name)
No-smoking sign
Disabled accessibility sign
Direction of travel

Moderate Volume Bus Stop Information System:

All of the above, plus:
Real-time bus arrival information

High Volume Bus Shelter Stops

All of the above, plus:
Large regional maps and route displays
Full bus shelter with seating, trash receptacles, inshelter lighting
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APPENDIX C

Feedback on Potential Service Scenarios
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FEEDBACK ON SERVICE SCENARIOS
Below is the full list of comments received from the public regarding the two potential service
scenarios: Simplified Network (Scenario 1) and Modified Network (Scenario 2). These responses
are not paraphrased, and are as written by respondents aside from minor punctuation and
spelling changes. Comments are grouped according to the primary idea within the comment,
although many comments address more than one area of concern; emailed comments are
collected separately at the end of this appendix, as they were often longer and contained multiple
ideas. These comments include:


Written comments given during the April 24 and April 25, 2012 drop-in sessions



Verbal comments given during the April 24, 2012 public meeting



Emailed comments received based on the scenario scenarios posted on the Wave Transit
website

Although mail-in comments were accepted, none were received. In addition to the comments
below, consultant team members had discussions with riders during the drop-in sessions;
participants were encouraged to write down their thoughts on service, but not all did. Therefore,
while some additional verbal comments were received and considered, they are not documented
here.

WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM DROP-IN SESSIONS AND VERBAL
COMMENTS FROM PUBLIC MEETING
Overall Service Design


I think that the bus routes should come and go on the same route to make riding that
route easier to access.



Buses need to change directions from point to point. There should be buses on each side
of the stops going and coming.



I’m open to new change but due to my eyesight I don’t want to go with a lot of street
crossings. I am open to Option 2 if you must change. Also, I am open to option 1 and 2
combined.



I am one of the two who attended the meeting and like the system as it is now. If it must
be changed then Scenario 1 is good for Routes 101 and 105.

Pedestrian Safety


We need two-way service on busy streets such as College Road, Market Street, Oleander
and 17th Street. It is very difficult to cross these busy streets. I almost got hit crossing
Oleander to get to the Tidal Market.
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I would rather ride longer than have to cross busy streets. It is safer to ride longer than
try to get across busy streets.



I am legally blind and have an 8-year old child. I am very concerned about us crossing
busy streets. I am very flexible regarding the route changes as long as there is two-way
bus service on the busy streets.

Specific Route Designs/Service Locations


The 105 should run straight down Market Street and back so we can have access to the
stores further down.



Operate 105 along Market Street out to Porter’s Neck.



I feel that you really should look into the situation of Monkey Junction. This is my
transportation to work, my route and 106. Just tired of being late. I really like the new
plan for Monkey Junction providing I can still get to work on time.



I prefer Map 2 because it is closer to the Hadden Hall apartments where I live. We had to
go too far for a bus stop change few years back. Map 1 does not have a bus near the
Hadden Hall Apartments so I am for Map 2.



On Route 207 stay on MLK to 23rd to airport or operate on Castle Hayne Road. Like
going to the airport.



If you would go from Old Eastwood Road to Forden Station it would be impossible but
you can go from Forden Station to Old Eastwood Road without turning the buses into
altering vehicles. Check it out for yourself.



The 105 needs to have 3 buses running instead of 2 because they are NEVER on time.



For people like myself that totally depend on Wave and live on the 104 and 103 bus routes
there should be a second bus.



Could Oleander Drive be served both ways?



After looking at the two different plans for the new bus routes, I will no longer have a bus
on my route if you choose Scenario 1. I take the 104 East during the morning on its first
run to make it to my job at the Cape Fear Hospital between Wrightsville Avenue and Kerr
Avenue @ 05 after the hour. My big concern is that if you take either the 103 or 104 off
the of S. Kerr and Wrightsville Avenue I will then have to go over to South College which
is a busy highway. During the hours that my 10-year old daughter and I ride it’s going to
be very difficult to cross over to the South College bus stop. I now can watch my daughter
get on her bus as I get on my different bus – this will not be possible if the routes change.
I depend on these two buses to get me where I need to go. Not only for my job but for my
every day needs. Please consider keeping one of the routes on South Kerr and
Wrightsville Avenue.



I would like if the buses begin to run both ways and there be more stops on 106 (bus) and
that they will have a bus that runs further on Market Street.



The 201 needs to go to Carolina Beach.



Work with the city for better or more buses and better service for the 104 Route. This
route is always late.



I would use the bus routes from out in the Ogden area to the Health Department, if it
did not take three times the amount of time it normally takes me (30 minutes) to get there.
Driving in Wilmington is tedious at best, and downright dangerous otherwise. I would love
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to not have to drive. However, my time is valuable, and I cannot see that the additional 2
hours involved in trying to get to an underpaid job would be worth it. So, I drive!


I am advocating for you to have a bus to the beach. I have a disabled mother and she
would love to be able to go to Wrightsville Beach.

Specific Bus Stops/Bus Stop Amenities


The bus stop at Greenfield and Front Streets should be taken away and moved to Marsella
right across from the 201 stop.



There should be a better stop for Hugh McRae Park that is closer to this park other than
the Oleander and Wallace stop.



P+R at Claremont Shopping Center. Get back from Leland to Downtown Wilmington.



Can Bus 101 stop at Market Street and Barkley Hills?



The bus stops are too far apart.



Benches at stops



Wilmington needs better sidewalks, crosswalks and bus shelters



Need more shelters



I would like to request that a bus stop for Route 204 be put on the other end of Blackwell
Road. It is a long loop road that loops around to the other side. I think it would be very
convenient and helpful if there was a bus stop at the other end as well. It would be easier
access than walking from Walmart or the other loop end of the road.

Timing/Scheduling Issues


The buses should remain every 30 minutes and not shutting down one bus after 6:00 pm.



The every 30 minutes is good



I request that you run Route 204/Brunswick on the weekends and past 6pm!

Weekend Service


Sunday Brunswick routes need at least 1 bus coming and 1 bus going so folks who go to
church can get to church if their personal driver is sick and they need to take the bus.



Sunday service is needed because some people like hotel workers work during the
weekend.



I ride the 207 frequently and it would be great if you would give some serious
consideration for Saturday service. Half a day or something?

Fares and Pricing


If a holiday falls during your 7 or 30 day bus pass than you should have the option of
receiving an extra day for that holiday.



CFCC students should be allowed to ride FREE along with the UNCW students.
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Customer Service


All complaints should be handled and addressed. Some bus drivers are not very pleasant
at all.



Have a comment box at the Forden Station



Could drivers be kind in extreme hot/cold weather to wait for folks to reach the bus stop
or drop off the rider close to where they need to go? Do you want someone to get heat
stroke or hypothermia while waiting for the next bus to come because the driver could not
wait a few minutes for the rider to get to the bus stop?



Buses need to stay stopped while the riders who just boarded get seated. I fell once when
the bus started to move. I complained to Wave Transit and they were very courteous.
Now the driver waits for us to get seated before moving.



The bus drivers need to be courteous, patient and friendly



This is the cleanest bus station I have ever seen. Very good job.



So clean and well kept. Very impressive. The staff is nothing short of courteous and
helpfully knowledgeable. Use one of the screens to inform Wave transit users of local
events and what is happening in and around Wilmington.

General Comments


The bus maintenance needs a serious restructure on its performance. You can’t use cheap
labor to fix major problems with the buses that continually have operation problems on a
daily basis.



There should be a notification sign operating at the Forden Station, the downtown hub
and the Independence Mall hub notifying riders about bus status.



Consider the senior citizens



How about mailing us a copy of the information on the monitor so we can study at our
leisure? (Note: A copy of the Power Point presentation was given as requested)

Comments regarding Sunday Service and Trolley Changes
Note: The following two comments likely regard the proposal to eliminate Sunday service,
which is not a part of the SRTP. Nevertheless, they were provided during the SRTP and are
recorded here.


If you are not making money, you can't keep Sunday going.



I am very much against the idea of dropping Sunday transit services. As it is, it is already
an inconvenience of the reduced hours, ending at six on Sunday. The proposed change
would be even worse. PLEASE KEEP SUNDAYS!



I am in favor of the new Schedule for the trolley.
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WRITTEN COMMENTS FROM PUBLIC OFFICIALS/AGENCIES AND
MEMBERS OF THE PUBLIC
Note: One comment received was offensive and is omitted, and one comment is modified for the
same reason.
Wilmington MPO – Email 1
I know that you asked for this information from me last Friday but I hope that you understand
that the following suggestions on the SRTP reflect sincere and investigative thought and
consideration. I organized my suggestions by route, but of course, my thought process on the
routes worked as a system so that several of the routes will only work in cooperation with
assumptions about other routes.
In general I believe simpler, easier to understand routes are better for choice (and all) ridership
and I think there is tremendous potential for choice ridership as this community grows. Anytime
there is an out & back route it is preferable by being easier to understand, more direct, and easier
as this community has significant pedestrian barriers along almost all major arterials (the WMPO
is slowly but surely working on this!!)
Route 101
- Fantastic.
Route 103 - Would it tighten up the route (and perhaps allow out & back service??) at all to go south on
College
Avenue instead of on Kerr? I have a suggestion for route 202 that would serve the heavily utilized
portion of Kerr Avenue in a similar fashion as the suggestion on Route 103
- It is imperative that Oleander is served between College & Randall. Most of the uses (including
grocery stores) are on the NORTH side of Oleander, and Oleander is a severe barrier to pedestrian
traffic -> would it be possible to reverse the direction of this route OR to tighten it up to allow out
& back service??
-Reversing (or out& back-ing) this route would allow better service to Trader Joes (College &
Oleander), the satellite parking at UNCW on Oleander, and Cape Fear Memorial Hospital on
Wrightsville Avenue (due to pedestrian barriers along these major roads)
Route 104
- Scenario 2 is clearly superior when paired with Route 103.
- I believe that it would GREATLY improve this route to serve the UNCW station as well
Route 105
-Fantastic.
Route 106
-Scenario 2 is preferable
Route 107
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-Fantastic.
Route 201
-Scenario 1. is preferable & complemented by Route 107.
Route 202
-My suggestions are based on Scenario 1; but I think there is room for some changes to this route.
I think that there is a greater need to serve UNCW than Forden Station on this route. UNCW is
served to Forden Station via the Seahawk Shuttles. The downtown area north of Wooster Street is
served to Forden station via route 105. Wooster & Dawson Streets are such significant barriers to
pedestrian traffic that only the downtown areas north of Wooster would be served by the scenario
1 suggestion for this route, and these areas already have excellent Downtown - Forden service via
Route 105.
- There are significant apartment communities (with UNCW students and others) on both
Randall (north side) and Wilshire.
I think there would be room to change this route (based on Scenario 1) by continuing on Wilshire
at Independence/Wilshire/Wrightsville going north on College to the UNCW station, then
looping back via Randall and going south on Kerr Avenue. This would also allow changes to Route
103 removing service to Kerr that would tighten up (??) service (see suggestion above at Route
103)
There has been significant buzz in the community about providing better transit access between
downtown and UNCW and I believe that these route changes would allow that while also serving
popular areas on Kerr Avenue, Wilshire Blvd, and Randall Parkway (on the appropriate side of
the street)
Route 205
-It is imperative that a greater portion of the 17th Street corridor is served by this route
- 205 should continue down Castle Street to 17th Street and go on 16th/17th versus 10th Street
Route 208
- I think that there would be room to make 208 an express Downtown-Mall (area) route.
Wrightsville Avenue would already being served by the 202 suggestion. The 41st Street corridor
would be served by route 209.
With a grocery store on either side of Floral/Audubon and Oleander being a terrible pedestrian
barrier, I believe that an out & back to Floral/Audubon (turning in a parking lot at Whole Foods
or the Mall via lights at Floral & the Mall light) would greatly improve service on Oleander and
between this area and downtown.
My suggestion would be to go Downtown Station-Front Street-Castle Street-5th Ave-Dawson
Street-Oleander-Floral- loop through the mall or whole foods - Oleander-back.
An express route here would go far towards attracting choice ridership.
Route 209
This route is complemented heavily by/compliments 103, 202 & 208 as described above.
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- A hybrid of Scenario 1 & Scenario 2 is preferred where by the route would model Scenario 1 to
Independence Blvd, then model Scenario 2 to loop through Shipyard and 41st to serve both these
very important corridors.
I don't have clear preferences about the other routes. Please contact me with
questions/clarification.
Wilmington MPO – Email 2
I apologize for the barrage of emails, but I got a chance to speak with Paul D'Angelo of the
Wilmington Housing Authority yesterday and wanted to make the following changes to my
suggestions:
1) Route 105
- remove the UNCW connection (could this tighten up the timing of this route? … I think that
would do fantastic things for ridership and the entire network!) This would be complemented by
the suggested changes to Route 202 below.
2) Route 209
- Scenario 1 could be altered to serve Shipyard Blvd & Long Leaf Mall as an out& back.
- If timing allowed, out & back service to Independence Mall would be great but not as essential
as service to Shipyard Boulevard as there is service for the same general transit dependent
populations via 208.
- I don't believe that service on 41st Street is essential (Shipyard is much more important).
UNCW
Looking at the East as they pertain to access to the UNCW campus, scenario #2 seems favorable due to the
shorter and more direct routes. Based on input from students, these types of routes are more favorable
to students.
Member Leland Town Council - Transportation Advisory Committee
From Consultant study:
"Brunswick Connector (Route 204) operates between downtown Wilmington and Leland,
Navassa and Belville. Route remains mostly unchanged.
One minor change recommended in both Proposed service— both scenarios to eliminate a short
turnaround to serve Old River Road/NCDOT Government Building that has no observed
ridership."
The service currently in place for the Brunswick Connector needs modification that reflects the
growth experienced in our area. I believe we need to look at adding service to: (1) Brunswick
Forest commercial and medical offices (and possibly the new senior center) ; (2) Leland Cultural
Arts Center being developed in Magnolia Greens; (3) service to Wilmington International Airport;
(4) NC 133 from the intersection of Rt. 17-74-76 and NC 133 to at least Mallory Creek Plantation,
and (5) possibly other locations. It will be helpful to sit down with WAVE officials to discuss the
new needs of our area in comparison with the significantly higher costs now estimated for the
existing route.
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I agree eliminating the Old River Road/NCDOT stop will not negatively impact Leland. Not sure
how Belville feels about it, however.
We are approaching a crossroad in our development where future planning needs to begin in
order to accomplish the anticipated mobility we will need for our residents. A rather large
percentage are seniors who will soon be looking for other modes of transportation to get around
other than a
car. Likewise, families and youth who wish to use the cultural center, for example, represent
another demographic who could benefit from bus or light rail transit.
Also, with the approaching multi-year construction scheduled for the Causeway between
Brunswick County and New Hanover County, it will be important to provide alternate ways of
getting to and from our area in what will surely be a commuting challenge. Park 'N Ride and
encouraging bus travel could play a key role in getting commuters out of their cars and moving
more efficiently and in a less stressful environment.
Looking forward to getting together and working on this new endeavor!
Town of Leland
In response to the proposed Wave Transit Short Range Transit Plan, we request that the
Brunswick Route, after leaving the Food Lion at Reed Road, travel down Lanvale Road to Old
Fayetteville Road, then down Old Fayetteville pass the schools back Village Road. We propose 3
additional stops, one at the corner of Lanvale Road and Old Fayetteville Road, one at the Leland
Middle School and one at North Brunswick High School on Old Fayetteville Road. We see that
these stops will improve the ridership in and around the Leland area. Also, the new Leland Town
Hall will be on Old Fayetteville Road after construction is complete.
Wilmington International Airport
Do not see short or long term need for service to and from ILM.
New Hanover County Environmental Health Specialist
It would be nice if the buses ran later on weekends for trips to downtown to prevent drinking and
driving. It would be nice if the buses ran to CB and WB.
Member of the Public
If we had a reliable express bus from either WB rec center or Lumina or Mayfair to DT ILM, I
think people in this area would be willing to pay a premium to avoid the hassle of parking DT.
Member of the Public
The new route for 202 is wonderful and what it should be....in fact, the improvements to all routes
and the trolley to save money are excellent...Thank you
Member of the Public
At one point there was service on S. College Road between 17th St. and the current Lowe's bus
stop. In regards to that there is no service between Shipyard Blvd. and Monkey Junction on S. College
Road. I hope there might be a change of currents routes to reestablish service along S. College Road.
Member of the Public
I read with interest the discussion of Sunday service when Castle Hayne has no Saturday or Sunday service. I think
that riders were use the service even if it meant cutting the last run to Castle Hayne from 9 pm to 8 pm on
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weekdays. The bus for this route is not reliable and often is late, often breaking down and not arriving on time due
to bus issues (not driver issues). Students at CFCC who depend on this route to arrive to class or workers to their
jobs, just like every other route. Please consider having a Saturday route, during the day at least.
Member of the Public
I am responding to the article that asked us to give our thoughts on new routes for bus systems
that are being looked at by Wave. Below I have included a map of the downtown section for buses
routes between the downtown station and Walnut Street to Front. Now all the buses leaving
downtown station drive over to Front down Princess and then all the way down Front to pick up
their very first passenger at Walnut. The business people downtown have been talking for
sometime about why the buses need to run up and down Front Street and are very interested to
get those routes changed over to Second Street at least down to Walnut Street when leaving the
downtown station. I believe that the map below and the comments or self describing however if
you have any questions you may contact me I will leave my information also below. Everyone that
was talk to and signed on the paper below are very much in favor of moving the buses off of front
Street. The signatures on the paper of businesses owners and their address is just a quick sample
of the people on Front Street who were open and wanted to be very much part of changing the bus
routes off of Front Street. They described the noise the smell and the intensity with which the
buses are driven up and down Front Street and wish for that not to be there. We believe that the
service to the riders will be a better service if the returning buses do move over to Third Street and
down to Market. We do believe that this is a very beneficial route change which will be good in the
service of all that are in the downtown area. Thank you for your consideration and looking at this
plan and for giving us a chance to have our input listen too.
Member of the Public
[Offensive portion of comment redacted] From Old Eastwood Road to the Forden Station is
impossible for a bus. You might be able to from the station to Old Eastwood Road with a shuttle
bus but, not a big bus without giving the power steering a hellashious workout. For Market
St/Princess Place - Scenario 1 because of Creekwood in both directions but, I would not mess with
101 due to the ridership that you would lose. In that general area I would go from the station to
Ogden where Roses is. A shuttle bus will work for that area but you might get so much that you
will have to have a bus or two shuttles. That should be dedicated route which in my opinion would
bring a lot of ridership because you have to walk a good distance to get to some places or take taxi
cabs. Personally I'm surprised that area has not been discovered in my years of riding. East side
scenario 1 but look into Old Eastwood route. Brunswick the proposed because I've not seen that
much ridership in that area. North scenario 2 because of Castle Hayne road. MJ - scenario2
because another route will help and the loop will be served. Central - scenario 2 because of
Shipyard.
Former Wilmington MPO Transportation Planner (now member of the public)
I have reviewed the two proposed scenarios for restructuring the WAVE Transit bus service and
have the following comments:
Scenario 1 seems to be preferable, as it eliminates many of the one-way loops recommended by
Kimley-Horn in the last short range transit plan. Loop-based bus networks have historically
performed very poorly.
I would recommend several changes to Scenario 1, though:
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Move the westbound Route 208 to Oleander Dr and Dawson St instead of duplicating
westbound Route 202 service on Castle St/Wrightsville Ave, or move eastbound and
westbound Route 208 service to Market St, S 16th St/S 17th St and Oleander Dr to better
serve the eastern side of downtown



Find a location in the vicinity of Independence Mall that can be served by Route 106,
Route 208 and Route 209 and move Independence Station there; the proposed Scenario 1
does not utilize Independence Station as a hub



Consider extending Route 208 to serve Holly Tree Rd, Pine Grove Dr and Oleander Dr
west of Pine Grove Dr (Holly Tree Elementary, Lowes Foods, Municipal Golf Course,
Hugh McRae Park, Winter Park Elementary and planned Trader Joes); Long Leaf Mall is
not a major trip attractor



Move Route 104 from Wrightsville Ave to Oleander Dr between Airlie Rd and Hawthorne
Dr to serve commercial areas and higher ridership stops, as well as the arboretum



Stagger the schedules of Route 205 and 209 to provide more frequent service between
downtown and the hospital area



Stagger the schedules of Route 101 and 105 to provide more frequent service between
downtown and the Market St commercial area



Consider moving Route 104 from Gordon Rd to Market St between Eastwood Rd and
Military Cutoff Rd (ridership may be higher based on land uses); could still serve some of
southern Gordon Rd with time savings; will also eliminate duplication of northbound
Route 207 service along N College Rd



Consider serving the state port area and/or the city/CFPUA operations center with Route
106 (major job centers)



Route 207 may serve more employers by running along Market St and N 23rd St between
downtown and the airport (may also add too much time)



Consider moving either Route 105 or 107 from S College Rd to New Centre Dr to serve the
multi-family housing, businesses and UNCW office along this corridor



Route 107 should enter the UNCW campus and directly serve UNCW Station

Thanks for the opportunity to comment.
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APPENDIX D

Development of Ridership Estimates
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RIDERSHIP ESTIMATION METHODS
Ridership projections were developed using the following methods:

Changes in Service Levels
TCRP Report 95, “Traveler Response to Transportation System Changes,8 found that “Increased
bus frequency normally attracts increased patronage, and vice versa but with wide variation in
results” but that “elasticities calculated for the more recently reported frequency changes group
either around an elasticity of +0.3 or around +1.0, the threshold of elastic response. Nevertheless,
both historical and more recent elasticities of bus service changes exhibit a service elasticity
average that is on the order of +0.5.” These estimates use the average elasticity of +0.5, with
service levels measured in terms of daily trips.

Changes in Service Coverage
In some cases, some streets will no longer be served, and in these cases, changes in service
coverage were measured in terms of changes to the number of riders that would be served. For
example, if a segment of a route that carried 3% of a route’s riders would be eliminated, service
coverage was assumed to decrease by 3%, and that percentage was applied to total ridership.
In other cases, the potential changes would reconfigure service so that areas now served by one
route would instead be served by another. In these instances, where service characteristics would
remain similar, it was assumed that riders would shift from one route to another without
significant changes in overall ridership. In cases where there would be significant changes in
service levels, the service level elasticity of 0.5 was also applied.

Changes in Travel Time
There is only limited data available on the ridership impacts of changes in travel times on local
bus routes, which indicates that travel time elasticities range from 0.22 to -0.60. 9 For these
estimates, the mid-point value of -0.4 was used. However, because of the complexities of
determining travel time impacts on a route-by-route basis (which require detailed analysis of
changes in running times and boarding and alighting locations of passengers), travel time impacts
were only estimated in cases where the changes would be significant. In these cases, order of
magnitude assumptions were applied that were intended to understate the likely improvements.

Changes to Simplify Service
Experience from other areas indicates that service reconfiguration directed at simplifying service
can attract more regular riders, more casual or spontaneous riders, and enhance the overall
transit experience. Although it is often difficult to separate the impacts of individual types of
changes, experience from three other cities indicates that these types of changes can increase
ridership by 10 to 20% (see Table 2). Considering the complexity of existing Wave Transit

8

Transit Cooperative Research Program, 2004.

9

“Transportation Elasticities: How Prices and Other Factors Affect Travel Behavior,” Todd Litman, Victoria Transport Policy
Institute, November 2005.
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service, a simpler route structure and more direct service would be expected to increase ridership
by up to 20%. Depending upon the degree of simplification on a route-by-route basis, increases
of 0 to 20% were assumed. Larger percentage increases are applied where service becomes
significantly more direct or easier to use.

Figure 27

Service Rationalization Results in Other Areas

Community

Actions

Results

Seattle/Renton, WA

Establish Hub & Spoke structure; route
consolidation on key corridors; improved crosstown, community, and reverse-commute services.
Intense community outreach and analysis involved
in designing changes.

Ridership: +12%

Orange County, CA

Increase service on key routes; Headways made
more consistent; unproductive routes eliminated;
new community & feeder routes. Overall servicehours reduced

Ridership: +10%
Operating Costs: -5%

Riverside, CA

Increased frequency on key direct routes,
implemented clockface headways

Ridership: +20%
Service Hours: +4%

Source: TCRP Report 95, Chapter 10 – Bus Routing and Coverage

Imposition of Transfers
The imposition of transfers increases travel times and makes service less convenient. For this
reason, while it is typical in ridership estimation to assign a penalty for transfers imposed.
However, this is extremely challenging to do in an accurate way for several reasons:


Transit trips within Wilmington are not overwhelmingly focused on travel to and from
downtown compared with other destinations; many riders travel cross-town.



It is difficult to know who currently benefits from a one-seat ride on looping routes, and
who is actually inconvenienced by long looping service.



The data available for the study provided detailed boarding and alighting locations, but
not a matrix of origin-destination data. It is therefore extremely difficult to determine
which riders will be better served by reduced looping, and which will be more
inconvenienced by additional transfers.

Moreover, because Wave Transit currently uses a system of timed (“pulse”) transfers, and because
proposed changes to Wave service focus heavily on retaining the clock-face headways and the
timed transfers currently in use, wait times would be minimized. Moreover, existing Wave transit
services focus heavily on providing one-seat rides using large loops of service. This means that
riders who must travel on loop routes travel some distance in the wrong direction. On the balance,
the recommended service changes likely result in some additional transfers, but reduce the
amount of travel in the wrong direction, and for many trips also likely result in some riders no
longer needing to transfer. For these reasons, transfer impact assessment is unlikely to be
accurate, and is omitted.
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APPENDIX E

Paratransit Service Evaluation
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PARATRANSIT SERVICE EVALUATION
Wave Transit operates curb-to-curb demand response (or ‘paratransit’) services as part of its
public transportation network. One large component of Wave’s demand response service is ADA
complementary paratransit service, which is provided in conjunction with the fixed-route service.
In addition, Wave Transit manages a coordinated network of demand response services that
support several human service and medial programs. The demand response services are operated
in-house by Wave (as compared with the fixed-route services, which are contracted to a private
service provider).
As discussed, the demand response services support several human service and medical programs
and thus, are supported financially by several different federal and state funding programs, each
of which has its own service requirements. However, because the services are coordinated, trips
are made using the same fleet of vehicles, drivers and dispatch/scheduling staff and often riders
funded by different programs may sit next to each other on the same vehicle. Wave’s demand
response fleet includes 17’ Ford E3500 light duty transit vehicles and Dodge MaxiVans. Each van
comes equipped with a wheelchair lift and restraints for standardized wheelchairs.
Services broadly fall into three categories:
•

ADA Complementary Paratransit. In accordance with the Federal Americans with
Disabilities Act (ADA), Wave provides complementary paratransit service for individuals
who are unable to use the local fixed-route service. Under ADA, transit agencies must
offer complementary paratransit service for ADA-eligible individuals making a trip that
begins and ends within ¾ of a mile from a fixed route, during the operating hours of
regular transit service. Wave's ADA complementary paratransit service is called Dial-ARide Transportation (DART).

•

Elderly and Disabled Transportation Assistance Program. As part of the Elderly
and Disabled Transportation Assistance Program (EDTAP), Wave provides trips within
New Hanover and Brunswick Counties for older adults and persons with disabilities, and
persons with visual impairments. The programs are funded by the State of North
Carolina through the Rural Operating Assistance Program (ROAP), which is funded
through grants to counties. As the community transportation service provider in New
Hanover and Brunswick counties, Wave operates the services. Services are branded as
'DART', and use the same application forms and an eligibility screening process
consolidated with that of as with ADA complementary DART trips.

•

Contracted Paratransit Services. Additionally, several outside agencies and
organizations also contract with Wave to offer paratransit services in the Cape Fear
region. These services function similarly to the other two aforementioned paratransit
services and are provided specifically to support specific human service and medical
programs. Rider eligibility, trip booking procedures, and service area vary by funder.
Two contracts comprise the bulk of Wave's contracted services: The Department of
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Aging/Senior Resource Center, and the New Hanover County and Pender County
Departments of Social Services. Contracts with the Department of Social Services
includes the non-emergency medical transportation (NEMT) provided as part of
Medicaid.

SERVICE OVERVIEW
To ride DART, passengers must call and schedule a trip at least 24 hours in advance. Hours of
service are Monday through Saturday from 6:30 AM to 9:30 PM and Sunday from 9:30 AM to
6:30 PM, although trips may be served earlier if requested and the service schedule allows. DART
is operated in-house and, as part of the operations, Wave is responsible for determining client
eligibility, scheduling trips, dispatching vehicles and operating service. Fares on DART are $3.00
per person each way (or twice the fixed-route fare, which is the maximum allowable by ADA);
personal care attendants may accompany a passenger at no extra charge. The current service area
of ADA complementary paratransit is approximately 93 square miles within New Hanover and
Brunswick County.
Other demand response programs, including EDTAP and the contracted services, generally
operate in the same way by requiring advance booking and scheduled trip pickups and drop offs.
Wave administers each of these programs through DART, thus simplifying public relations and
the application process. Wave is responsible for determining which the funding program will be
billed for the trip after reviewing his or her application (see Figure 28).

PARATRANSIT PERFORMANCE
In order to gain an understanding of paratransit service in Wilmington and the surrounding area,
the consultant team received a sample of Wave paratransit trips over a six-day period in October
2011. Of the 1,544 sampled trips, the majority were provided to Department of Social Services
clients, the majority of which were likely Medicaid NEMT trips. The next three most widely used
programs were the Department of Aging (21%), EDTAP (12%), and ADA (11%) (see Figure 29).
Most trips (96%) were completed on a weekday (Monday through Friday) with just 4 percent
taken on a Saturday. This finding largely reflects the funding program, i.e. the Department of
Aging primarily offers programming (senior lunches) during the week. Demand response trips
tend to have two clear peaks, one between 8:00 and 10:00 AM and the second between 2:00 and
4:00 PM. Activity is considerably lower before 6:00 AM and after 6:00 PM in the evening (see
Figure 30). This finding also likely reflects funding programming. Trips occurring outside of the
peak and on weekend days are likely attributable to the NEMT program, which provides
transportation to/from medical services and is available at all times and days of the week.
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Figure 28

Process for Determining DART Trip Funding Program

Figure 29

Distribution of Trip Types in Sample Week
Number of Trips
in Sample Week

Percentage of Total

Department of Social Services (New Hanover County)

838

54%

Department of Aging/Senior Resource Center

333

21%

Elderly & Disabled Transportation Assistance Program

182

12%

Dial-a-Ride Transportation – ADA Complementary

176

11%

Blind

11

1%

New Hanover Work First Program**

9

1%

Pender County Department of Social Services

3

<1%

Department of Social Services Work First Program (New Hanover
County)**

2

<1%

Total

1,554

*Work First program through New Hanover County itself (not the DSS)
**Work First program through the New Hanover County Department of Social Services
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Figure 30

Paratransit Trips by Time of Day

400

All Paratransit
Trips

Number of Weekday Trips

350

ADA Trips Only

300
250
200
150
100
50
0

4:00 - 6:00 - 8:00 - 10:00 - 12:00 - 2:00 - 4:00 - 6:00 - 8:00 5:59 AM 7:59 AM 9:59 AM 11:59 AM 1:59 PM 3:59 PM 5:59 PM 7:59 PM 9:30 PM

Note: Total number of sample trips = 1,554

CHALLENGES IN PARATRANSIT OPERATIONS
Generally speaking, Wave Transit’s demand response service operates well. There are, however, a
number of challenges:


Funding from some programs, especially programs that have less constrained eligibility
and use requirements, such as EDTAP, are strained to meet the demand. Many times, the
funding is exhausted before the end of the year.



Although it improves the efficiency of the system overall, scheduling shared rides and
comingling of trips can be a challenge. Some stakeholders felt that their clients were
being placed on trips that take them out of the direct path between their origin and
destination, and then charged for the off-path mileage under a shared mileage agreement.



No-show trips can be a challenge for contracted services; no-shows are not always
communicated effectively, but are still billed to the contract agency. Some stakeholders
have noted a recent improvement in this area, however.



Meeting demand during the peak periods is a challenge and paratransit vehicles can be
filled to capacity.



To date, no trips currently have to be denied. As ridership increases, however, it is
possible that trips funded by some programs may be limited. This is especially likely for
non-essential trip purposes (i.e., to run errands or visit friends and family).
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Paratransit drivers are excellent but low wages have resulted in some turnover issues.



The State of North Carolina is considering restructuring its NEMT program into a
statewide brokerage model. If this change is pursued, Wave would likely lose a significant
portion of its client base and loose some of the efficiency of its operation.

POTENTIAL IMPROVEMENT OPPORTUNITIES
While this analysis provides a broad-brush examination of the demand-response service network,
several potential improvement opportunities arose. They include:


Schedule non-essential trips during low volume periods. As funding programs
become constrained, Wave Transit could continue to allow non-essential trips but only
during off-peak times. This would lower the cost of these trips by transferring them to
times when the system has capacity.



Develop and promulgate a clear no-show policy. Wave Transit could strengthen
its no-show policy and communicate this clearly to both riders and program funders. The
no-show policy should include a graduated policy, such that passengers are given a
warning on their first no-show and then a fine, or potential suspension for a second noshow within a certain time frame. No-shows may also be communicated back to the
funding agencies, especially if there are multiple cases within a set timeframe. The policy
should benefit both Wave Transit and program funders by reducing waste.



Develop and promulgate a clear shared-ride policy. Some of the stakeholders
expressed concern that shared-rides were both taking passengers out of their way and
increasing trip costs. To combat this perception, Wave may develop a shared ride cost
sharing agreement and negotiate the agreement with program funders. The purpose of
this step would be to create a clear process for how costs are allocated and shared among
passengers, and how trips are scheduled and assigned.



Diversify the demand response fleet. Wave Transit currently operates demand
response service with light duty transit vehicle and Dodge MaxiVans. This is already a
fairly efficient mix of vehicles. However, some transit agencies also use sedans to
transport ambulatory passengers; these vehicles are even less expensive than vans to
operate. This strategy is likely only applicable if the State of North Carolina does not
move its NEMT services to a statewide brokerage.



Incorporate taxi cabs into ADA service. Wave Transit may consider contracting
with local taxi operators as a technique to reduce overall costs, especially during periods
of very high and very low demand. This strategy is not universally adopted nationally due
to mixed success contracting with taxi operators. Challenges include ensuring consistent
service quality and the fact that taxi operators are often reluctant to meet federal
standards for insurance and driver requirements (training, drug and alcohol testing).
Transit operators who have successfully worked with taxi operators often assist the
operators in meeting the ADA requirements and motivate them to provide a higher level
of service by guaranteeing operators a certain number of ADA trips.



Offer ADA-type subscription trips to members of the public at premium fare.
Other transit agencies have reduced ADA costs by allowing members of the general public
to schedule subscription trips for a premium fare. Because most ADA trips have capacity
in the vehicles, agencies are able to schedule non-ADA passengers together with the ADA
riders, so cost increases are minimal and the higher fares reduce service costs overall.
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